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.Draft would allow few deferments 
~-
Copyright 1990, The Chronicle 
of Higher Education 
Reprinted with permission 
By Christopher Myers 
WASHINGTON -- If the Per-
sian Gulf conflict leads the govern-
ment to reinstate the draft, college 
students will not be able to get the 
automatic deferments that were 
available during the Vietnam War. 
Under the current draft law, 
adopted in 1971, students would 
receive only temporary deferments. 
A student drafted while in the 
middle of an academic term would 
be allowed to defer until the end of 
the term. A student in his final year 
of study would be able to defer until 
the end of the academic year. 
In addition, seminarians and 
students at divinity schools would 
be exempt from the draft 
A draft can be started only by an 
act of Congress signed by the Presi-
dent. If one were set up, men turn-
ing 20 during the year the draft 
started would be drafted first 
For example, if the draft began 
in 1991, males born in 1971 would 
make up the first pool of draftees. 
When all available 20-year-olds 
had been drafted, 21-year-olds 
would be called up, followed by 22-
year-olds, 23-year-olds, 24-year-
olds and 25-year-olds. The draft 
would then work back to 19-year-
olds and then 18-ycar-olds. 
Anyone who was drafted and 
accepted for service would be re-
quired to stay in the military for al 
least 24 months, including training. 
At present 3.5 million American 
men are registered for the draft 
Larry Walunan,aspokcsman for 
the Selective Service System, said 
the system had not received word 
from the White House or the De-
fense Department about whether a 
draft would be instituted. 
He said, however, that the sys-
tem was prepared to provide the 
department with up to 100,000 men 
within 30days of a draft's approval. 
A spokesman for the White 
House said the Administrat,ion 
would not comment on the possi-
bility of a drafL 
"The President's position is that 
he wants to resolve this situation 
without a war, and so we don't 
speculate beyond that," the 
spokesman said. 
Already, however, the prospect 
of a draft is prompting some stu-
dent activism on campuses. Last 
week students at the University of 
Montana organized a workshop on 
alternatives to military service, such 
as obtaining conscientious-objec-
tor status. 
Tajel Shah, vice-president of the 
United States Student Association 
and a senior at Rutgers University, 
predicted that if a draft were started, 
there would be a "huge uprising" 
among students. 
She said students were already 
protesting U.S. involvement in the 
Middle East, "not because they 
aren't patriotic but because they arc 
unsure of what this nation is getting 
into.'' 
Mr. Waltman of the Selective 
Service System said he thought the 
deferment for theological students 
might send men flocking to semi-
naries to avoid induction. 
Officials of seminaries and di-
vinity schools said that if\ draft 
were enacted they would take steps 
to insure that prospective studenl\ 
were not just signing up as a way of 
avoiding military action. 
Said the Rev. Anthony D. Sorg1c, 
director of admissions at Saint 
J oscph' s Seminary in Yonkers, N. Y. 
"Anytime there is something that 
might impinge on the quality of 
candidates or their forthrightness, 
steps would he taken to address 
that." 
The Selective Service System's 
Mr. Waltman emphasized that, 
contrary to what he said was a com-
mon belief, there is not a deferment 
for a man who is the only son in his 
family. 
There is, however, a deferment 
for men who have had a parent or 
sibling killed in battle. 
Student's apartment 
robbed and vandalized 
By Joe Porletto 
An Ithaca College student re-
turned from the Thanksgiving break 
to find that her apartment was 
robbed and vandalized with racial 
slurs. 
According to Sergeant 
Harrington of the records division 
of Ithaca City Police Dept., the stu-
dent reported on Nov. 25, that her 
apartment at 308 East Seneca St. 
had been broken into over break. 
According to the police report, 
sometime between Nov. 17 and 
Nov. 25 a person or persons entered 
the apartment through Lhc bathroom 
window. 
and "nigger go home" were spray 
painted on the walls, accordmg to 
the report. 
The officer handling the case 
found these racial remarks strange 
because the student is not black. 
One of Lhc things written on the 
walls wa<; "next Lime I won't be sn 
nice." Fcanng another attack the 
student asked that her name be 
withheld until the police solve the 
case. 
"I think that the whok thing was 
just really wcm1:· the ~tudent said, 
"people thmk that llhaca 1s a safe 
place but it's not, a's gcnmg really 
bad." 
Ithacan / Sharon Perks 
·c· tot, located on the northeast end of campus will be closed for expansion through Jan. 21. 
The couches in the aparunent 
were slashed, the sludent's slereo 
was stolen and throughout the hou~c 
racial slurs such as "I hate niggers" 
Cny pohce reported that eight 
apartrnen ts, incl udmg this one, wer..: 
burglanzcd over the break. The 
incidcnL<; arc under mvestigation. 
Student government examines ROTC I 
Concerns with military, and is regarded as a posi- "Homosexuality is tion against homosexuals by the live way to build character and United States' miliw.ry. 
ROTC prompt comradcry among cadets," Craig incompatible with the Yaudcs said that ROTC courses 
review of pro~am said. military service. The arc open to everyone for credit, but The first concern with ROTC is homosexuals will not receive 
academic credit. The controversy presence of such mem- scholarships, unifonns or commis-
By Kristin Sturner is whether or not all ROTC course bers adversely affects sion. 
A recent issue of concern for credits should be accepted by Ithaca the ability of the Armed Yaudcs said that homosexuals 
many students is the Reserve Offi- College. Fore es to maintain 111 the military go against military 
cer Training Corps (ROTC) pro- Yaudes said that all ROTC discipline, good order philosophy. gram at Ithaca College. courses are taught by military per- The military philosophy as Patricia Reynolds 
Members of the student congress sonnel and not professors. and morale; ... " printed in the Pentagon Papers is as Riff, played by Denise 
addressed the ROTC program at In addition to a regular course 
-The Pentagon Papers follows: "Homosexuality is incom- Balthrop, in West Side 
the weekly meeting, Tuesday, Nov. load of 12 credits at IC, students patiblc with the military service. Story at the Coman 
13. must also take ROTC courses at program is academic freedom. The presence of such members ad- University Center for 
Kevin Yaudes, Student Trustee, Cornell. Craig said the credibility of ROTC vcrsely affects the ability of the TMatre Arts 
·- ~·-;:~:: 
.j;, ' 
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and Katie Craig, Vice President of Yaudes said many course titles instructors and the restricLions Armed Forces to maintain disci- Seethe 
Academics, presented the congress from the ROTC program at IC may placed on instructors are cause for plinc, good order and morale; ... " entertainment 
with the three major concerns re- be the same, yet totally different in concern. "Anyone caught in a homo- t* 
lated to the ROTC program. content and format. ROTC students must follow the sexual act in the military is dishon- section. page 9, fbr 
ROTC has been a pan of college A class entitled "Leadership" at Uniform Code of Military Justice orably discharged," Yaudcs said. a review of West 
campus life since 1862. Craig said IC may study stylcsofleadership in (UCMJ), Craig said. This forbids Student Congress plans to fur- Side Story. a 
its major purpose is to educate ca- business.yet a course offered by military personnel to speak out ther discuss the issues surrounding modem day version dets by integrating the military into ROTCwiththcsametitlemaystudy against the United States or for the ROTC more in depth in the future. 
American society. leaders in combat and higher ranks enemy. A cadet also may not criti- Craig said, "56 percent of IC of the classic, 
"The ROTC program educates of the military. cizc anyone of higher rank. students arc unaware of the prob- Romeo and Juliet. 
70 percent of the United States' Another concern with the ROTC The third concern is discrimina- lcms that exist concerning ROTC." 
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Ithacan Inquirer 
By Adam Riemer 
Question: What do you feel should be done about the 
U.S. troops in the Persian Gulf? 
Nancy Conley 
Music '90 
I don't think that our 
troops should be over 
there. There has to be 
another way to solve 
this. 
Tyler Bradford 
TV/R '93 
I don't believe in war. 
They should with-
draw. 
Tina Rizzo 
Music '92 
I think we should 
withdraw our troops. 
They should come 
home. 
If you have ideas for Ithacan Inquirer questions submit them to: 
- The Ithacan, room 266, Park Communications. 
. November 29 1990 
New recycling programs 
initiated by administration 
By Kristin Sturner them. 
In response to environmental While this task may- not sound 
concerns, Ithaca College has very glamourous, Cobane 
implemented new programs for said,"Remember one thing about 
awareness and recycling on campus. garbage and trash, you touch it first" 
Members of student congress Physical plant and student con-
addressed thisconccm at the student gress agree that progress is being 
congress meeting held on Tuesday, made, but we still have other con-
Nov. 7. cems to address. In the future, 
Rick Couture, Al Cobane and CouturesaidICislookingtorecycle 
Tom Brown of the physical plant newspaper and cardboard. 
spoke with the congress about ac- According to an Ithaca College 
tion currently being taken at IC to recycling program update IC has 
combat environmental problems. recycled 23 tons of paper and 29 
The recycling program was tons of metal. 
started in 1988 by Todd Petrocelli, Ithaca College has developed a 
an IC graduate and physical plant strong recycling program, yet 
intern, and the physical plant. Brown said there is one thing miss-
The work of Petroeelli and the ing, a link between administrators 
physical plant was recognized by and students to work together. 
the State Assembly of New York Thegoalfornextyearistosetup 
and the Ithaca Conservation Advi- a system for recycling in each 
sory Council. residence hall. Students may be 
The paper recycling program provided wiih waste containers that 
first started in several academic have dividers. These dividers will 
buildings. make it easy for students to sepa-
The program has now been ex- rate different types of garbage for 
panded to include all academic recycling. 
buildings and the Towers. A representative from the physi-
Couture and Cobane can often cal plant would pick up recyclables 
be seen scouring the grounds of outside the residence halls on a 
campus to check out the littering regular basis. 
problem. This helps them to de- Cobane said, "With all of us 
tennine if students have been using working together, we will conquer 
recvclingopportunitiesavailableto this problem." 
Accessibilty of free speech platform questioned 
By Caroline Chisham 
People who want to speak out on 
topics, inform the campus on an 
issue or just let off some steam can 
do soon the IC free spee.ch platform. 
The platform, located in front of 
Egben Hall, was dedicated to Pro--
:fessor Kaaret when the new-union 
was built. 
The free speech platform was 
fonnerly known as the Venitt Ter-
race. The Venitt Terrace was lo--
cated outside of the union before 
the new one was built. 
According to Roger Eslinger, 
head of the campus center. anyone 
may speak on apy topic they wish 
on the new plaff orm. 
Eslinger suggested that students 
register for the platfonn so that it is 
reserved for the day they need it and 
Professor speaks· 
at colloquium 
A graduate colloquium will fea-
ture a well-known consultant in 
international educational develop-
ment 
Gabriel Ofiesh Phd., professor 
emeritus of Howard University, will 
be the feature speaker of thd 
colloquium, on Friday, Nov. 30, 
from 4 to 6 p.m. in room 285 in th 
Park School of Communications. 
Gun & Tackle 
DUFFLE BAG 
Heavy bag with 
web strap & snap hook 
25" X 42" 
~ 
other style travel bags 
as low as $8 
GUN & TACKLE 
504 W. State St. 
Mon-Sat 9:30 - 5 
"It's called a free 
speech platform, so I 
find it ironic that stu-
dents have to deal with 
bureaucracy before 
using it" 
-Damon Linker, '91 history 
so that others may not use it during 
that time. 
Another reason for registering is 
so that audio-visual and other 
equipment that may be needed can 
be supplied. 
But, when spealcing, the students 
should remember to use the student 
conduct code, Eslinger said. 
IC student, Damon Linker '91 
said that he wanted to use the rock 
to speak on the crisis in the Middle 
East. Linker said that he had to fill 
out fonns and then have them ap-
proved by Margie Kelley, head of 
union events. 
Linker said that if he wanted to 
use the school's public address sys-
tem, he had to go through cenain 
channels such as registering for a 
certain day. 
According to Linker, if he 
wanted to hand out any kind of 
literature or play music, it had to be 
approved first. A copy of the lit-
erature must be put on file. Ac-
cording to Linker, the entire process 
took a couple of days. 
"It's called a free speech plat-
form, so I find it ironic that students 
have to deal with bureaucracy be-
fore using it," Linker said. 
To our customers at Ithaca. College: 
BON GIORNO and 
THANK YOU! 
r.-----------------, 
1 During Dinner 5:00 - 9:00 p.m., Monday- Thursday 1 
: BUY 3. GET 1 FREEi : 
I Order three dinner entrees I 
I at the regular price and get the I 
I fourth of equal value or less, FREE! I 
: MMMMM, MM! 1 
Offer erufs 'Tfw.rstfay, '})ecem6er 20,1990 I /' •Lf__f H 
L '---anyout not incusaw !:. 1 
_________________ .. 
Ithacan I G~eg Hollman 
Janet Fltchen, chairperson of the anthropology dept. speaks at the 
free speech platform. 
SPRING BREAK '91 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
Cancun & 
Acapulco, 
Fieltdl Vcu bolchalll Coma oxpcrionce Conar,, roclanl luq.,dse 
""'""' aid AcQPlko'1 ln~d:,le ~th- '1111' br\TEI 3/9-16. 1991 
P~IHCI.UDES:Ro..ndlrl1>'*1cro •Arpal/hohil..,._ e 7~11 
occcm,""*'lla• • Alholalta>coa • SIS....,.comei,aty • On-locolton 
rooorf afOlf e llsccu,11 to reotcucnta. ~tc:U». and t,cpo • Oplioncl 
,ide excuiion, <Yid oc:llvrllet 
NCf ~ S6 US end S12 Medea, d<,pa!ue laxeL 
Pai~:~h7ity FLORIDA 
,--~--,--
J 
Sign up earty m 
prtc• Increase $30 
January 1, 1991 
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College-wide gala planned 
for centennial celebration 
Effect§ (Q)f Vietnam tJhl(e 
SU b j e<et ([))if <dln§tfill§§RO II1l 
By Willie Rubenstein 
It's just around the corner. 
Ithaca College has been prepar-
ing for its centennial celebration in 
1992 for over one and a half years, 
according to Sandra Melloch, the 
newly appointed director of what 
will be a year-long extravaganza. 
"It's not J.J .' s [President 
Whalen's) centennial. It's truly 
everybody's gala," she said. All 
five of the different schools in the 
college will be incorporated, she 
said. "From Athletics to the Book-
store, unique projects will be pre-
sented." 
She added that five councils 
made up of staff members will 
present specific proposals to the 
Centennial Planning Committee. 
The committee is headed by Se-
nior Vice President Mau Wall. 
A Cornell graduate, Ms. Melloch 
is impressed with her new job. "The 
atmosphere here is wonderful, and 
I'm positive about Ithaca College's 
environment . " 
Her most recent place of work 
was at Divi Resorts in Ithaca, where 
she served as public relations 
manager. When the centennial po-
sition became available, she took it 
Centot ffhoca 1tnoco 271 U66 
Dclly106 lh Afr• 109 
Sal 106 Son 12 S 
Marko! 6. Cod or Sis Corning 936 3~7 7 
Doily 10-6 lh 10 -II SOI t0-5 Sun 12 4 
45 Minute FREE PARKING 
,n tho Center Ithaca lot wdh your purchase 
al SaundsF,no. we·ttvabdate your bc~oll 
Convon,onl shopping at Sounds Fine. just a 
tow steps cnvay horn tho lot and now you 
can pork tor FREE' · 
citing, "It's a pretty exciting thing. 
I have a finn commitment to higher 
education, and this was a perfect 
blend of that with my PR and mar-
keting skills." 
Those abilities will be put to a 
serious lest which will get harder as 
Dec. 31,1991 approaches. 
Although the actual founder's 
date was Sept. 9th, 1892, the cel-
ebration will last throughout the 
1992 calendar year. 
Ithacan I Jodi Coleton 
Fred WIicox shown here at a 
rally earlier this year. 
By Joe Porletto 
"The Vietnam War divided our 
nation into bitter factions, destroy-
ing a generation's confidence in 
government and left a legacy of 
distrust, self-doubt, guilt and mutual 
recrimination," Fred Wilcox of the 
writing program said. 
The faculty colloquium series 
will feature Wilcox on Thursday, 
Nov.29at 12:15p.m.intheDcMotte 
room in the Campus Center. 
"Ironically, fifteen years after 
the fall of Saigon, most American 
secondary and co liege level students 
are learning little, if anything, about 
the Vietnam War," Wilcox said. 
Wilcox said that in the talk he 
will describe some of the peda-
gogical strategies he has developed 
during more than a decade of teach-
ing about the Vietnam War. 
"I will speaL:. specif:cally about 
'Open Door Pedagogy,' that is to 
say transforming the classroom into 
a public forum on war, and the 
many controversial, vital and dis-
turbing issues related to our in-
volvement in Vietnam,"Wilcox 
said. 
Wilcox said he will give up his 
authority in and over the classroom 
by inviting guest speakers who will 
attempt to discredit his views. 
Special events, ceremonies, 
projects, and publications will 
abound, along with major speakers 
and plentyofalumni. Specific plans 
are in the works, but those set so far 
in late 1990 include the School of 
Music's commision of five special 
pieces of music. 
Economics professor receives award 
They will make their world de-
but in New York City in two years. 
A chorale piece, as well as faculty 
creations will be included. 
"There will be something for 
everybody. We don't want students 
to graduate and not know there was 
a cemcnnial." 
As we tum from 1990 to 1991, 
watch out, because Ithaca College's 
centennial celebration is sneaking 
upon us. 
By Christa Anoll 
Bogdan Mieczkowski, an eco-
nomics professor al Ithaca College, 
was selected as the first Distin-
guished Fellow of the New York 
State Economics Association. 
The citation presented to 
Mieczkowski said that he "has 
distinguished himself, the eco-
nomics department of Ithaca Col-
lege, the economics profession and 
the New York State Economics 
Jvc· COMPACT 
DISC PORTABLE 
TOP HITS {\!)PIONEER" 
DISC 
CHANGER 
-·---=..::.· ... --.--;----
::..: ; ..:,..;,..-: 
. -
.. ..., - -... 
PCX-100 $26995 
SUGG. RETAIL S319.95 
• CD Player 
• Dual Cassette 
1-lyper-aass 
• Paul Simon 
• Indigo Girls 
• 10,000 Maniacs 
• Whitney Houston 
• Steve Winwood 
• Edie Brickell 1.:a--1;:~II 
' 
S699 CASSETTE PDM430 $219 
$ 1199 COMP-'l.CT 
DISC 
SUGG. RETAIL $279 
• 6-Disc Magazine 
• Programming 
Association by his scholarly 
achievements and his contributions 
to our economics understanding." 
Mieczkowski is an ex pen on the 
economics of transportation and on 
comparative economic systems, 
specializing in those of Eastern 
Europe and Japan. He is the author 
of six books as well. 
Mieczkowski has earned degrees 
in economics from the University 
of London and the University of 
Illinois. 
Mieczkowski is a member of the 
American Economics Association, 
the Association for the Advance-
ment of Polish Study and the Polish 
Institute of Arts and Sciences in 
America. He was also a decorated 
member of the Polish resistance 
during World War II. 
Mieczkowski was named a pro-
fessor in 1970, five years aftei. 
joining ~e Ithaca College faculty. 
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP!. 
EARN COMMISION! 
Campus Vacations seeks enthusiastic, responsibl 
student to market Spring Break vacations to Mexico, 
Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida (7-10 Hrs./Week}. 
Call Bill Gazes af:·:·· ···,·:·;: :~~:-~ :· ~--
Cam us Vacations 800 786-7377 
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'I, () )I . f ~ ll IJ I S I~ . 
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New fire stations dedicated 
By Joe Porletto 
Over the Thanksgiving break, 
the Ithaca Fire Dept. dedicated its 
two new fire stations on the South 
and West Hills. 
The West Hill station, al 1240 
Trumansburg Rd., was dedicated at 
lOa.m.onSaturday,Nov.17. There 
was an open house at 4 p.m. 
The dedication ceremony at 
South Hill station, 965 Danby Rd., 
took place on Sunday, Nov. 18 at 1 
p.m. The open house at the South 
Hill station ran until 6 p.m. 
Also on display was the 
department's new heavy rescue 
vehicle, delivered at the end of last 
The Ithacan 
month. The vehicle, which pro-
vi des advanced support for 
firefighting operations, emergency 
medicine, gorge rescue and extri-
cation, will be put into service early 
next year. 
According to a press release from 
the office of Fire Chief Edward M. 
Olmstead, these two new stations 
arc the most visible clements of a 
S3.3 million construction project. 
This project, according to the re-
lease, has also renovated the 
department's other three srations, 
over the past year. 
Planning for these new stations 
began in the mid- I 980s. The release 
said that the city and town oflthaca, 
Cornell University and Ithaca Col-
lege initiated discussions that even-
tually extended the full range of fire 
protection and emergency medical 
services into the town. 
This also expanded the 
department's service ar~ from five 
to 30 square miles, the release said. 
As part of a city-town agree-
ment, in effect through 1994, the 
city agreed to relocate two of its fire 
stations into the town, according to 
the release. 
The town's financial participa-
tion increased and town represen-
tation was added to the city's Board 
acan aron erks 
New South Hill fire station on the Ithaca College campus. 
of Fire Commissioners. Cornell University donated the land 
According to the release, the for the West Hill station; the South 
town of Ithaca supported 70 per- Hill site was provided by Ithaca 
cent of the cost of the new stations. College. 
editorial staff TOWNHOUSES/ APTS. 
24 Hours A Day 
Depend on Kinko's. 
is looking tor 
dedicated individuals 
with an interest in 
newspaper reporting. 
Writing positions 
available in news, 
entertainment, sports 
and features. 
Contact The Ithacan now 
to secure a position for 
next semester. 
Stop Into The Ithacan office, 
266 Park or call 274-3207 
- ---- - - _________ -- • - 4 -
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0 3-4 BEDROOMS 
0 DISHWASHER WASHER/DRYER 
IN EACH UNIT 
~--...°FREE PARKING 
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CALL 
273•6142 
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from 
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0 Macintosh® Rental 
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• Full & Self Serve Copies 
° Fax Service • Overflow Work 
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409 College Ave 
273-0050 
FAX 273-807? 
II. 
IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA: 
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The best way 
to wrap up the term. 
What better way than with an IBM Personal 
System/2~ Make your holidays really happy and 
the new year a lot less hectic with a computer 
designed for your college needs. 
See how the PS/2® was designed just for you 
with its mouse that makes it easy to use and its 
special student price* that makes it even easier to 
own. Create impressive papers, graphics and spread-
Act before December 31, 1990, and you'll 
receive a TWA®Certificate entitling you to a round-
trip ticket for $149** /$249.** Plus a free TWA 
Getaway® Student Discount Card application. '\'ou'll 
also get a great low price on the PRODIGY~ t service. 
sheets with its preloaded software, including 
Microsoft' Windows1 M 3.0. 
Over Break Did 
Its been a great term. And 
eventually all good things must 
come to an end. But with an IBM 
PS/2, you can be sure of a really 
great, new beginning. 
You Remember tOooo 
Talk to Your Parents about Purchasing 
an Affordable IBM PS/2 at 
40 to 50% off List Price~~ 
Use the Loan For Learning~ 
Call The Educational Purchase Coordinator --..- --n 
-----
.. - -
at 274-3030 for Information, or stop by Muller 102. - - -- --- ---- - - ---_ __, __ _ 
------ . -
• This offer Is available only to qualified college students. faculty. staff and institutions that purchase PS/2 Selected Academic Solutions through parlicIpating campus outlets. IBM 
1 800 222-7257 or part1c1pating IBM Authorized PC Dealers Orders are sub1ect to avaIlab1hty Prices are sub1ect to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written 
notice ··valid for any TWA destination In the continental US or Puerto Rico for travel September 16. 1990. through December 19. 1991. at the following round trip fares $149 00 round-
tnp for travel from September 16. 1990. through June 14. 1991. and September 16. 1991, through December 19. 1991. $249.00 round-tnp for travel June 15. 1991. through September 15. 
1991 Seats are hm1ted Fare Is nonrefundable 14-day advance purchase. blackout dates and certain other restrictions apply Complete details will be shown on certificate Applicants 
for TWA's Getaway Student Discount Card must be full-time students between the ages of 16 and 26 t Receive the PRODIGY Start-up Kit. a 2400 bps Hayes'" Personal Modem. a soft-
ware connection package. and three months of service for only $99 00. ··IBM. Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation 
Microsoft Is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation TWA Is a registered service mark of Trans World Airlines. Inc. TWA Getaway Is a registered trademark of Trans World Airlines. 
Inc PRODIGY Is a registered service mark and trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears Hayes Is a registered trademark of Hayes Microcomputer 
Products, Inc ··windows Is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
~IBM Corporation 1990 
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Program offers ltiraveR and shipboard education 
., 
Illy Joe Porletto 
A few IC students were lucky 
enough this fall to spend their entire 
semester on a cruise ship. 
The S.S Universe cruised to ports 
in Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, 
Malaysia, the Soviet Union, Turkey, 
Yugoslavia and Morocco. 
The students, Robert Lum '92, 
Carlyn Carey '92 and William 
Marvel '92 are involved in the Se-
mester at Sea program, through the 
University of Pittsburgh. 
The program has 500 students in 
it representing over 150 cellegcs 
and universities from across the 
country and abroad. 
According to Paul Watson, di-
rector of admission for the institute 
for shipboard education, the faculty 
aboard the ship also come from 
across the country. The program 
generally hires faculty who have 
had some resident experience in 
one of the countries the ship visits. 
Watson said that each semester 
the Universe, an 18,000 ton cargo 
ship converted into a floating uni-
versity, sets out for ports across the 
world. 
The Universe has almost all of 
the attributes of a conventional 
college. There are classrooms, a 
library, theater, cafeteria, student 
union, basketball and volleyball 
courts and a weight-room. There i'i 
also a siaff whi..:h provicies program 
activities for the students. 
Some of these programs include 
excursions into the countries the 
ship visits for four to six days. 
With the structured programs 
students are provided with tours 
and accommodations while the ship 
is in pon, Watson said. The stu-
dents may also choose to go off on 
their own sightseeing adventures. 
"Our philosophy," Watson said, 
"is that all students should do some-
thing internationally. This is the 
best time for students to learn while 
travelling." 
According to Watson, the pro-
gram has a rolling admission policy 
which means that there isn't a dead-
1 ine, a student can apply for it at 
any time. 
Watson said that studrnt~ arc 
required to have finished at least 
one full semester at a college or 
university and they must have a 
GPA of2.75 or higher. 
The credits they receive in the 
courses on the ship are fully trans-
ferrable. From the University of 
Pittsburgh. 
Photo from the Institute for Shipboard Education 
Robert Lum '92, Carlyn Carey '92 and WIiiiam Marvel '92, at sea. 
TO . enroU tn the program contact~ ,PauJ Wats0,n, 
director of adml$Slon 800--854--01$5 or write- to him 
at a11 wnnam ·Pltt union; PIU$burgh;=.PA ,15260 .. 
"· ' . ". . . '".:,. .. _,.·. "···,.. ,:/' ,. . -
Come and have a 
§ 1rlINII~J[N CG 
good time~ 
SPRING BR,9K91 
ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP ~~\ 
AND TRAVEL FREEi 
BAHAMAS/ ~· ~ I 
~~99 ~\ Come to the Skunk Dance 
f 
This Saturday, December I 
9:00 pm - I :00 am 
Terrace Dining Hall 
$1.00 at the door goes to feed the hungry & homeless of Ithaca. 
informal Black and WlhlHe attire suggested 
Proceeds will go to the Kitchen Cupboard 
Sponsored by: The IC Interfaith Council 
Join The Ithacan layout staff i 
Learn desk top publishing 
on the Macintosh. 
Some journalism 
experience necessary. 
Flexible hours 
and some$ 
for your time. 
Call or !;top into The Ithacan office 
266 Park, Phone: 274-3207 
I 
COMPLETE PACKAGE INCLUDES: 
• Roundtll) rur to Nassau/Paradise Island or Cancun. 
Mexico. 
• Roundtfi) translers lrom airport to hotel 
• 7 Nights hotel accommodat10ns. 
• Welcome rum swizzle party aJ most hotels. 
(Nassau) 
• 1 Hour rum (Nassau) or Tequila (Cancun) pruty. 
• 3 Hour cruise wah on board ontena1nmont. (Nassau/Parad,so Island) 
• :l Beach parties (one w~h lroo lunch) music and 
aaMlios. (Nassau) 
• Exclusive adm1ss10n to tho Palace, Waterloo. 
Coliseum. and OrumboaI Hotol. (Nassau) 
• College wook programs by tho Bahamas tounst 
olhco. 
• On location professional tour escort. 
, (800) 8E,10/I IT I 
~~\§ 
1/4 ~ 
WEEKLY 
DEPARTURES 
RESERVE BY JANUARY 1st AND SAVE $30.00. 
TOUCHDOWN! 
ROGAN'S 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 
PARTY PAK 
4I6OUNCESODAS 
1 LARGE PIZZA FOR $13.95 
2 DOZEN WINGS 
ROGAN'S CORNER 
PIZZA, WINGS, SUBS 
273-6006 
NOON till 2:00 AM Fri - Sat 
NOON till 1 :30 AM Sun - Thurs 
We Gladly Accept Visa and Mastercard 
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OPINION 
R OT·C classes must 
not be accepted 
for academic credit 
It's ironic that while close to half of a million American troops 
prepare for war in !he Persian Gulf, our S1udcnt Govemrncm has begun 
to address the issue of ROTC on this campus. There are arguments for 
and against allowing Ithaca College students to take ROTC courses for 
grades and credit. However, questions of professorial qualifications 
and academic freedom illustrate that courses in military science do not 
belong in the curriculwn of an institute of higher learning. 
Until 1977, Ithaca College students could only take Cornell ROTC 
courses without grade or credit; the school recognized the contradic-
tions inherent in allowing courses in military science to be accepted on 
equal footing with regularly accredited departments. But the college 
changed its policy in 1978 without faculty consultation. Students have 
been able to take these classes for as much credit as those offered in 
any department at Cornell or Ithaca ever since. 
GeDRG5., .. r 
t>o1'tT Mf NP 
GITTING 
A DOZ5N 
MARlNeS 
FORM~ 
~IRTHPA~.,, 
LETTERS 
Student and faculty concern should focus on the mediocre qualifica-
llons of military science instructors in relation to their counterparts in 
all other academic departments. Almost without exception, a professor 
in a traditional department carries a doctoral degree in the discipline he 
Western civilization is rooted in prejudice 
or she teaches. This requirement is occasionally waived when the To The Editor: 
professor shows outstanding scholarship or creative work in the field, I am writing in response to the 
usually demons&rated by an exiensive history of publishing. These editorial in the November 8, 1990 
rigorous requirements insure a qualified and scholarly faculty. issue of the Ithacan entitled "Edu-
In contrast to these stringent qualifications, instructors in Cornell's cational reforms must not abandon 
ROTC program are almost always either underqualified to teach at the Western civilization." When I read 
undergraduate level or are forced to teach subjects unrelated to their Mr. Linker's editorial, I was ex-
degree. Courses in such complex and controversial topics as tremelydisappointed. It is precisely 
"Scapower-The Historical Utilization of Naval Forces in Foreign this type of propaganda that is used 
Diplomacy" and "Armed Conflict and Society" are taught by instruc- to restrain all groups except upper-
tors who only carry a master's of military science degree. Some class white males from having a say 
sections of these and other courses are even taught by teaehers who in the economic, political, and so-
merely hold bachelor's degrees. While these teachers might be fine cial direction of this country. 
military instructors, clearly they should nOl be teaching courses for Mr. Linker talces the stand that 
grade and credit at an accredited institution of higher learning. any type of educational approach 
Perhaps a more disturbing factor in this issue involves academic not rooted in the viewpoint of het-
frcedom, the defining principle of higher education. According to Paul erosexual white males is attempt-
McBride, Professor of History at Ithaca College, "the military are the ing to achieve a type of political 
only segment of the United States citizenry who must live under the agenda. If telling the trulh is a type 
restriction of a sedition act., He is referring to the Unifonn Code Of of political agenda, then I guess that 
Military Justice (UCMJ), which all enlisted military personal must is what it is. It is a shame that this 
obey, including ROTC instructors. country is populated with a small 
The UCMJ warns against "praising the enemy [or] attacking the war groupofpeoplethataresoafraidof 
aims of the Uniled Slates or our fonn of government" as well as . the truth that they will take any 
making "con~ words against the President, Vice President. means to repress it; whether it be 
Congress, Secrewy of Defense, Secretary of a Department, a Governor lying, assassinating those that dare 
or a Iegislatu{e ejany.s~. Territory, or other possession of the . to speak the truth, or trying to per-
United Statd inc wllich an officer is on duty or present" suade others with a slick tongue 
In the words of Professor McBride, "Sedition laws have been that their viewpoint is the only cor-
responsible for some of the most disgraceful violations of freedom of rect one. 
expression in American history." While such regulations might be There was, however, one point 
necessary in the authoritarian hierarchy of the military, they are hardly in Mr. Linker's editorial that was 
the guidelines to be used by a profes~r when preparing to teach a partially factual. He meDtioned that 
classroom full of undergraduates. "the United States is inescapably 
Damon Linker rooted in the ideas and events of 
Editoriat·Page Editor Western Europe. Our republican 
The ITHACAN 
The Ithaca College student newspaper, 
published weekly in the Roy H. Park School of 
Communications, Room 266. 
Phone 274-3207 or 274-3208 
institutions and cumulative cultural 
heritage are the result of thought 
that includes Plato, Aristotle, 
Shakespeare, Locke, Rousseau, 
Jefferson, Marx, and many other 
Western thinkers." This statement 
is true in that it is popularly be-
lieved. But, what is believed and 
what is factual are two different 
things. It would be wonderful if we 
lived in a society that was free of 
ignorance and lies. That is what 
upset me most about Mr. Linker's 
article. It shows me that he is merely 
a product of America's racist., sex-
ist, and homophobic educational 
system. 
We are victims of a system that 
fails to educate its pupils about the 
contributions of others to this civi-
lization and world civilization as a 
whole. We have not been taught 
about the magnificence of the Af-
rican civilization of Kemit, other-
wise known as Egypt We have not 
been taught about its role in pro-
viding Plato, Aristotle, and Socrates 
with the information that would later 
be known as .. Greek Philosophy." 
So, what am I saying ? I am 
saying that Greek philosophy is 
nothing more than siolen knowledge 
from the Egyptian mystery system. 
If you do not believe me, read Stolen 
Legacy by George G. M. James. 
Another excellent book to read 
about Africans' contributions to 
World civilization islntroduction to 
African Civilizations by John G. 
Jackson. The point that I am trying 
to get across is that.weasacivilizcd 
people have got to learn the truth, 
not what we have been indoctrinated 
into believing. 
We have to actively challenge 
our professors and political and 
religious leaders. We have got to 
stop believing everything that 
people tell us. We have got to stop 
being so passive. This lack of acti v-
ity makes us nothing more than a 
bunch of programmed robots. 
There has been a move on this 
campus for what has been called_ 
"Cultural Diversity". There is 
nothing wrong with this if people 
are going to be willing to accept the 
truth. But when the information 
starts to challenge the status quo, it 
is quickly labeled "radicalism". This 
is precisely what Mr. Linker has 
done. He has tried to repress the 
truth, an action that he must not be 
allowed to get away with. 
The people of this country have 
been divided due to myths and 
falsehoods .fOF-tOO--Jeng; Irist:ime 
for we the people to come out of our 
deep sleep and educate ourselves 
aboutoneanolher,sothatthedivid-
ing lines between us are broken. 
Only then will we be able to come 
together as equals and work to solve 
the many problems that have been 
created by the status quo. How can 
America be dubbed a melting pot, 
when different cultures, races, reli-
gious groups, and sexes are forced 
to believe in one political, cultural, 
and social ideology? 
So, in conclusion, I would like to 
say to everyone, European, African, 
Latino, Asian, and Indian: Wake 
Up1 We must all begin the search 
for truth. We have all been ma-
nipulated and exploited; therefore, 
we must challenge our educational 
institutions to give us a complete 
education. If they fall short of this, 
then both our money and our minds 
have been robbed ! 
Landis C. Rowe 
TV/R '93 
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Founded in 1932 
To the editor: 
I quote William Celis III of the 
New York Times, from an article in 
the Nov. 12 edition, page Al 6: 
"A University of Rhode Island 
fraternity held a time-honored col-
lege rite two weeks ago: a Saturday 
night bash at the fraternity house 
with plenty of beer and a throng of 
young women. 
But what happcned·at the Tau 
Kappa Epsilon house the night of 
Oct 27 ... has rocked this sedale 
campusofl0,OOOstudents. An 18-
year-old (first year student) told the 
police a man raped her at the party 
while at least five other men 
watched. 
... She told the police that two or 
three other men who were present 
tried IO prevent her from dressing 
after the assault." 
The article goes on to tell that 
one of the witnesses to this event 
shot himself in the head "hours be-
fore he was scheduled to meet with 
the state police" to discuss what he 
had witnessed. The woman identi-
fied at least one of her assailants as 
wearing a fraternity pin. 
First,Iurgeeveryonetobeaware 
of such heinous wrongs that occur 
far too frequently. l beg that you do 
all you can to prevent them and 
repon any cases you know of. 
Second, I ask the student body 
of Ithaca College to consider the 
questions of elitism, sexism, rac-
ism, homophobia. I also ask tha~ 
we all beware of the disgusting 
macho drive to 'score with the 
babes' whether 'the babes' like itor 
not before assenting to the prolif-
eration of Greek life on the LC. 
campus. 
Christopher P. Conomy 
English '92 
E·x-editor commends paper 
To the editor: 
As former news editor of ·The 
Ithacan, I would like to take a mo-
ment to commend the staff, writers, 
and advisor on a terrific first se-
mester. The pay-off for a college 
newspaper can be minimal and 
painful due to criticism. However, 
this year's staff appears to be han-
dling each week's issue without a 
fret. The overall look of the paper 
is professional, newsworthy, and 
entertaining. The staff has done a 
great job adapting to the new desk-
top publishing system. Once again, 
you' vc done a great job and keep up 
the good work. 
Doug Meagher 
Corporate Communications '91 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Thursday 
November 29 
The Handwerker Gallery pre-
sentsContemporaryC/assicsfrom 
Alfred Lobby of Gannett Center 
Office of Career Planning and 
Placement presents Recruiters 
from Gaines, Emhof, Metzler & 
Kriner. 
Interfaith Meditation, Muller 
Chapel Sanctuary, noon. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Resume Writing Workshop, 
South Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, noon - I p.m. 
American Marketing Association 
Executive Board Meeting, Con-
ference Room, noon - I p.m. 
Dayspring Meeting, Laub Room, 
Chapel, 7 - 9 p.m. 
International Club Meeting, S 
111, Williams Hall, 7 - 9 p.m. 
Philosophy Club Meeting, 301 
Friends Hall, 7:30 - IO p.m. 
School of Music presents Opera 
Workshop Ford Hall Auditorium, 
8:15 p.m. 
Student Activites Board Comedy 
Night with Tony Anzalone The 
Pub/Coffeehouse, Campus Center, 
9p.m. 
Friday 
November 30 
tasf"Day 1·0-wrtiidraw·· ~ith a 
"W" on Block U Courses 
Movies presents Heathers, 102 
Textor Hall, midnight 
Saturday 
December I 
Admissions Office Open House 
The Handwerker Gallery pre-
sents Contemporary Classics/ rom 
Alfred, Lobby of Gannett Center 
Varsity Women's and Men's 
Swimming at ICAC's (SLU), To 
Be Announced 
Women's Indoor/Outdoor Track 
and Field at Colgate (A) 
Varsity Wrestling at Slippery 
Rock Duals, IO a.m. and noon (A) 
Men's Indoor/Outdoor Track and 
Field at Colgate, noon (A) 
School of Music presents.Michael 
Gurt, Piano Master Class Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 11 a.m. - I p.m. 
Freshman Percussion, Bryan 
Clarke Nabenhauer, I p.m. 
Senior Voice,RobertCol/ins, Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 2 p.m. 
Junior Trumpet, Terry Metzger, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 4 p.m. 
Senior Cello, Alyson Berger 
Nabenhaucr 7 p.m. 
DAPS presents "The Way We 
Live Now: Performances About 
AIDS" Black Box Theater, 
Dillingham Center, 8 p.m. 
Senior Piano, Carin Ree•·e, Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Student Activites Board Films 
presents Born On The Fourth Of 
July, 102 Textor Hall, 7 an_d 9:30 
p.m. 
Recital, Randy Markham, 
Nabenhauer Room, 7 p.m. 
G.A.L.A. Weekly Meeting, South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 7 -
9p.m. 
Student Activites Board Films 
presents M•A•S•H•, 102 textor 
Hall, 2, 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
Bureau of Concerts presents Edie 
Brickell and the New Bohemians 
wiJh Aztec Camera in concert, Ben 
Light Gym, 8 p.m. 
Senior Jazz, Randy Clark, Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Dayspring Small Group 
Study,DeMotte Room, Campus 
Center, 8:30 - 10 p.m. 
Community Service Network 
Meeting, Conference Room, 
Campus Center, 9:30 - 11 p.m. 
Monday 
December 3 
The Handwerker Gallery pre-
sents Contemporary Classics/ rom 
Alfred, Lobby of Gannett Center 
Office of Career Planning and 
Placement presents Recruiters 
from NCR Corp. 
Career Planning and Placement 
"How to Find A Job" Workshop, 
Sonth Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 3 p.m. 
Accounting Club Meeting, North 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 6 -
8:15 p.m. 
Outing Club Meeting, DeMotte 
Room. Camous Center. 7 o.m. 
served. 
J.V. Men's Basketball at Cayuga 
Community College, 7:30 p.m. (A) 
Financial Management Associa-
tion Speakers/Meetings, Clark 
Lounge, Campus Center, 7:30 - 9 
p.m. 
Overeaters Anonymous 12 step 
Group, Phillips Room, Muller 
Chapel, 8 -9 p.m. 
Theater Arts Department pre-
sentsArt of Dining, Clark Theater, 
Dillingham Center, 8 p.m. 
Kuumba Repertory Theater 
"Poetry Night," The Pub/Coffee-
house, Campus Center, 8 - IO p.m. 
Student Government Congress 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 8 p.m. - midnight. 
School of Music presents, Piano 
Ensemble, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
8:15 p.m. 
Wednesday 
December 5 
The Handwerker Gallery pre-
sents Con temporary Classics from 
Alfred, Lobby of Gannett Center. 
Career Planning and Placement 
"How to Find an Internship" 
Workshop, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 3 p.m. 
Community Service Network 
Executive Board Meeting, Con-
fercnce Room, CampusCenter, 5: 15 
-6:45 p.m. 
Varsity Women's and Men's 
Swimmine at Cortland, 6 o.m. (A, 
Women's Varsity Basketball vs. 
Elmira, 6 p.m. (H) 
The Handwerker Gallery pre-
sentsContemporaryC/assicsfrom 
Alfred, Lobby of Gannett Center 
Student Affairs Professional De-
velopment Committee Video Pre-
sentation on Telecommunications, 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, noon. 
Interfaith Council Skunk Dance, 
Terrace Dining Hall, 9 p.m. DJ. 
Dave Demer. 
Campus Crusade for Christ 
Meeting, Laub Room, Muller 
Chapel, 7 - 8 p.m. APICS Meeting, Room 110, 
Ithaca College Republicans Campus Center, 7 - 8 p.m. 
Meeting, Friends 103, 7:30 p.m. 
StudentActivitesBoardMidnight · Catholic Community Parish 
Movies presents Heathers, 102 Council Meeting, Laub Room, 
Textor hall, midnight Muller Chapel 8 p.m. 
Phi Kappa Phi Buffet 
DinnerKlingenstein Lounge, 
Campus Center, 5:30 - 9 p.m. 
Hillel Shabbat Service, Muller 
Chapel Sanctuary, 6 p.m., followed 
by Shabbat Dinner, Terrace Dining 
Hall, 7:15 p.m. 
Women's Varsity Basketball at 
Oneonta 7 p.m. (A) 
Sunday 
December 2 
The Handwerker Gallery pre-
sentsContemporaryClassicsf rom 
Alfred, Lobby of Gannett Center. 
Varsity Women's and Men's 
Swimming at ICAC's (SLU), To 
Be Announced 
Varsity Wrestling at Slippery 
Rock Duals, 7 and 9 p.m. (A) Catholic Community Mass, 
Muller Chapel, 10: 15 a.m., 1 and 9 
Students to Offset Peer Pressure p.m. 
(S.T.O.P .P.), Nonh Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 7 p.m. Protestant Community Services, 
Muller Chapel Sanctuary, 11:30 
Student Activities Board Films a.m. 
presents Born on the Fourth of 
July, 102 Textor Hall, 7 and 9:30 School of Music presents Visiting 
Artist Michael Gurt, Piano, Ford p.m. Hall Auditorium, 3 p.m. 
Senior Voice, Cynthia Gould, Prevention Network Meeting, 
Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall, 7 PhillipsRoom,MullerChapel,6- 7 
p.m. p.m. 
American Marketing Association 
Meeting, Conference Room, Cam-
pus Center, 6 - 9 p.m. 
DAPS presents "The Way We 
Live Now: Performances About 
AIDS" Black Box Theater, 
Dillingham Center, 8 p.m. 
Kappa Gamma Psi Meeting, 
Graduate Voice, Gretchen Terrace 12A Lounge, 6 - 8 p.m. 
Schaffer.Ford Hall Auditorium, 
8: 15 p.m. LoDelta Ph
6
i Ze
9
ta Meeting, Terrace 1 
Sophomore Percussion, Thomas 
Burritt, Nabenhauer Room, Ford 
Hall, 9p.m. 
Mu Phi Epsilon Semi-Formal, 
Emerson Suite C, 9 p.m. 
Studen~Activites Board Midnight 
unge, - p.m. 
African Latino Society/Sociofogy 
Department, Minority Experi-
ence Committee, Racial Aware-
ness Program, Clark Lounge, 
Campus Center, 6:30 - 9 p.m. 
Graduate Percussion Lecture/ 
Ithaca College Environmental 
Society Meeting, Clark Lounge, 
Campus Center, 8 - 10 p.m. 
Student Government Executive 
Board Meeting,Confcrence Room, 
Campus Center, 8 - 11 p.m. 
School of Music presents Student 
Composers Recital, Ford Hall Au-
ditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Bureau of Concerts Staff Meet-
ing, North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 8:15 - 9:30 p.m. 
Tuesday 
December4 
The Handwerker Gallery pre-
sentsContemporaryClassicsfrom 
Alfred, Lobby of Gannett Center. 
Interfaith Yoga, Muller Chapel 
Sanctuary, noon. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Senior Service Workshop, South 
Meeting RO<.'m, Campus Center, 
noon- I p.m. 
American Marketing As.sociation 
Executive Board Meeting, Con-
ference Room, Campus Center, 
noon-1 p.m. 
Student Activites Board Meeting, 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, noon - 1:15 p.m. 
Gay, Lesbian, and B~xual Sup-
port Group, Counseling Center 
Group Room, 4:30 p.m. All are 
welcome and confidentiality is ob-
T.U.B.A. presenl'i Tuba Christ-
mas, Coffeehouse, Campus Cen-
ter, 7 - 9:30 p.m. 
Varsity Wrestling at Oswego, 7:30 
p.m. (A) 
Catholic Community Advent 
Penance Service, Muller Chapel, 8 
p.m. 
Theater Arts Department pre-
sentsArtof Dining, Clark Theater, 
Dillingham Center, 8 p.m. 
The Writing Program of Ithaca 
College presents Poetry/Fiction 
Readings, Pub Coffeehouse, 
Campus Center, 8 p.m. 
Student Activites Board Special 
Events Meeting, North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 8 - 9 p.m. 
School of Music presents Cham-
ber Music, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
8:15 p.m. 
Scholarship and 
Internship 
Opportunities 
1991 Spring and Summer Crimi-
nal Law Internships. 50-60 posi-
tions in Spring and Summer 1991 
are available to undergraduates in-
terested in wolking as criminal in-
vestigators or case assistants for the 
Public Defender Service in Wash-
ingron D.C. Application deadline 
information: Contact Mary Gronert, 
Associate Intern Coordinator, Pub-
lic Defender Service, 451 Indiana 
Avenue, N.W., Washington D.C. 
20001 (800/341-2582 or 2f12./628-
l200). 
The Young Business Club or 
Hamilton College in Clinton, NY 
is sponsoring the 1st annual 
Northeastern Collegiate Entre-
preneurs Conference, March 7 • 
10, Hamilton College. Conference 
will bring together 75 student 
leaders from top liberal arts colleges 
across the country and business 
professionals from Fortune 500 
companies. Selected students will 
be provided with transportation, 
lodging, meals and conference 
materials free. Interested studenL~ 
should contact the Dean of~ tudenL~ 
Office or call (315) 859-0193. Ap-
plications are due Dec. 15, 1990. 
Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics. Essay 
contest designed for undergraduate 
seniors interested in contemporary 
ethics. Prizes from $2000 - $5000 
awarded for original nonfiction 
prose focusing on one of two 
themes: "Creating an Ethical 
Society:Concepts of the Common 
Good" or "the Meaning of Ethics 
Today." Essays and entry fonns 
must be posunarkcd by December 
28, 1990. Additional infonnat.ion 
is available in the H&S Advising 
Office, 214 Muller. 
Around Town 
The Hinckley Foundation Mu-
seum presents il'i Christmas ex-
hibit titles "the Children Were 
Nestled All Snug in Their Beds: 
FolkArtinDollandBabyQuilts." 
This exhibit features dot! and baby 
quilts from the 18th centurv to the 
present. Nov. IO - Dec. 20, Tues-
dav, Thursday.Saturday IOa.m. -2 
p.111. 
l'lanned Parenthood oITompkins 
County will offer a one day work-
shop designed especially for help-
ing professionals who want to in-
crease their knowledge and comfort 
talking about human sexuallity, 
Dec. 11, the W.omen's Community 
Building. Registration deadline in 
Dec. 5. For more infonnation call 
273-1526. 
The Bed & Breakfast of greater 
Ithaca is sponsoring a tour of 
seven inns in the Ithaca area to 
benefit the Tompkins County 
Task Force for Battered Women 
and Chi!d Sexual Abuse Project 
on Sunday, Dec. 2 from noon -4:30 
p.m. Tickets and maps are S8. in 
advance from T.C. Visitors Center, 
Quilts n'Things, Gourmet's Delight, 
Smedley's Bookstore and Quinlan 
& O'Rourke Travel Ltd. 
The Hearing Health Fair at 
Challege Industrieswill be held on 
Friday, Dec. 7, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. al the 
Special Children's Center. 
ACS Workshops 
All Academic Computing Work-
shops are open and free to all cur-
rent Ithaca College students, fac-
ulty and staff members. Stop by 
Muller I 02 or call 274-3030 to sign 
up or get more infonnation. 
MS-DOS 
CJ Introduction to Spreadsheets us-
ing Quattro Pro 
Thursday 11/29 3 - 5 p.m. 
Every Thursday is Question & 
Answer Day in Friends 110 
Q IBM Question & Answer Ses-
sion 2 - 3 p.m. every Thursday 
CJ Macintosh Question & Answer 
Session 3 - 5 p.m. every Thursday 
November 29, 1990 
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Carrying on a 
Zydeco legacy 
C.J. Chenier leads his father's Red Hot 
Louisiana Band to further success, sustains style 
By Jim Fenno 
For fans of Zydeco music, the 
name C. J. Chenier ignites excite-
ment, relief, and anticipation. 
C. J .'s fans remember his father, 
the late Clifton Chenier, and they 
claim that he invented the confident 
hybrid of cajun and blues music 
with its fast-paced staccato accor-
dion. Then, with great satisfaction 
they will tell you that he invested 
the future of his music in C. J. 
player, starting less than ten years 
ago under his father's instruction. 
"I really didn't practice the ac-
cordion," said C. J. in a recent inter-
view," I kind of just watched [my 
father] on stage [and] picked up 
what he was doing.'' 
Almost as if Clifton had planned 
the timing his own death, he started 
encouragingC.J. towatchandlcarn. 
Later, when his father's condition 
worsened, C. J. filled in for him. 
Hot Louisiana Band in 1988. The 
Lafayette Times awarded the track 
"She's my Woman" the best Rand 
B Soul record distinction in the 
paper's 1988 Music Awards. 
Photo by Evan R. Steinhauser 
C.J. Chenier, above, will play with the Red Hot Louisiana Band at 
the Haunt Monday, Dec. 3. 
The older Chenier phoned CJ .'s 
mother to invite their son to join his 
Red Hot Louisiana Band in 1978. 
Although CJ. certainly docs not 
regret his success today, he initially 
had a few reservations. 
"When my father was ill, I'd 
have to warm up before he came on. 
That's really how I learned. It's not 
like I sat down at the house and 
started playing the thing," saidC.J. 
The new LP Hot Rod boasts 
twelve tracks produced in Northern 
California and Louisiana. The cur-
rent lineup of lhe band includes 
three members of Clifton's touring 
entourage. Wayne Bums plays bass 
guitar with drummer Joseph 
Edwards and Harry Hypolite on 
guitar and vocals. 
The music differs from his 
father's. He plays the accordion 
wilh more subtlety, accompanied 
by smoother vocals. A February 9, 
1989 New York Times review of 
theRedHot Louisiana Band praises 
the younger Chenier for not trying 
to modernize the music. The end 
result is that his Zydeco endures, 
just as Clifton Chenier planned. 
Since the night of his father's funeral, C.J. and 
the Red Hot Louisiana Band have produced 
two highly praised albums and put on many 
well-received performances. 
"I thought it was going to be old 
people all the time," said CJ. "I 
didn't know what [the Zydeco band] 
was going to be like." C. J. did 
eventually play saxophone for his 
father's band. 
Now,threeycarsafterhisfathcr's 
death, he has established himself as 
the leader of the band and has be-
come an accomplished accordion 
His recently developed skill on 
the accordion has kept Zydeco alive 
and well. Since the night of his 
father's funeral, when C. J. and the 
band went to Houston to fulfill his 
father's perfonnance obligations, 
the band has produced two highly 
praised albums and put on many 
well~received performances. 
CJ. Chenier and the new Red 
Hot Louisiana Band will appear at 
the Haunt Monday Dec. 3. Admis-
sion will be $8. 
'West Side Story' reaps 
gang rivalry, roniance 
By Cara Giambrone 
The battles between New York City's Jets 
and Sharks came alive again as the Cornell 
University Department of Theatre Arts pre-
sented the classic tale West Side Story. 
Director/Choreographer Keith Grant took 
this Romeo and Juliet story one step further 
than the traditional 1950' s setting in 
Manhattan's West Side. Through his unique 
casting and characterization choices, Grant 
created a West Side Story unlike any other, a 
version that could very well happen in today's 
society. 
West Side Story is the classic story by 
Leonard Bernstein and Stephen Sondheim 
about the Jets, a New York gang of street-
wise teenagers, and the sharks, an equally 
streetwise and rough gang of Puerto Ricans. 
In the midst of the continual fight between 
the Jets and the Sharks, troubles begin when 
Tony, one of the Jets' founders, and Maria, 
the naive sister of Shark leader Bernardo, fall 
hopelessly in love. 
This story, combined with celebrated mu-
sical numbers including "Somewhere," ''To-
night," and" America" creates a tragic talc in 
which the lovers try 10 find a new way of 
Jiving in the midst of the fighting surround-
ing them. 
Grant developed this talc of rival gangs 
and star-crossed lovers by using a modem-
day dialogue, and giving an overall atmo-
sphereofthe problems in today's street gangs. 
The ensembles cast works exceptionally 
well together under Grant's, as well as musi-
cal director Helen Gregory's guidance. All 
cast members were very effective in their 
roles and were able to sing and dance won-
derfully. 
The cast succeeded in producing the pow-
erful numbers such as the "Tonight Quintet" 
and the action-packed dance at the gym. 
,\fler all the fighting, singing, ancl dancing, 
I REVIEW 
they still had the energy and versatility to 
scramble across the realistic, playground-
like set complete with huge fences designed 
by Jill Moon. 
As the young lovers Tony and Maria, Jeff 
Applegate and Ivy Epstein arc outstanding. 
The pair possesses a remarkable chemistry 
between them that makes them a delight to 
watch on stage. Both have clear, strong voices 
and the charm that perfects the feelings of a 
couple in love for the first time. These two 
give a heartfelt perfonnance that makes the 
audience reach out to them with genuine 
sympathy. 
The Jets, led by Denise Balthrop as Riff, 
effectively create a gang of the streets who 
just want to hold on to their turf. The Jets 
clearly demonstrate that they want to be 
understood by the adults who frown upon 
their lifestyles, yet they soon realize how 
tragic their choice of living is. 
Balthop guides her Jets with a strong 
voice and an attitude of leadership. The Jets 
work exceedingly well together, providing 
both comedy during the humorous ''Gee, 
Officer Krupke" and tragedy when they face 
the consequences of their violence. 
Fabulous performances emerge among 
their rival gang, the Sharks. The Puerto Rican 
gang, headed by Peter Agliardo as Bernardo, 
tries desperately to be accepted into Ameri-
can society. They find that as immigrants, the 
only alternative is to fight. 
· "There are not many light momenL'- in the 
perfonnancc," said Heather McNeil, who 
played Rosalia. "There is no break in the 
action between sccnes .. .it gets the audience 
involved." McNeil cited "America" and 
"Cool" as examples where the the cast ad-
dressed the audience during the musical 
C. J. released his debut album 
Let Me in Your Heart with the Red 
Copyright 1990 Patricia Reynolds 
Tony (Jeff Applegate) and Doc (Peter 
Saul) In Cornell's rendition of WestSfde 
Story. 
numbers. 
ChiffonyeCobb shines in the role of Anita, 
Bernardo's girlfriend and best friend of Maria. 
Cobb's portrayal of Anita created a style that 
was watchful and mischievous. Cobb's de-
livery generated sympathy for Anita when 
she lost Bernardo. 
Director Grant's choreography worked 
well during the dance at the gym and during 
the musical number "America." Although 
"Somewhere" soloist Heather McNeil sang 
beautifully, the "Somewhere" ballet was 
somewhat vague. 
Orchestra conductor Daniel C. Hall should 
also be complimented on the music during 
the performance. 
Overall, Director Grant and his fine cast 
and crew should be commended on their non-
traditional production of West Side Story. 
The performances, which are sold out, 
run Nov. 29 and 30 at 8p.m. and Dec. 1, 
5 ,6,7, and 8 at 8 p.m. Afternoon perfor-
mances will be on Dec. 1 and 9 at 2 p.m. at the 
Center for Theatre Arts. 
Ringing in 
the holiday 
season 
The Cayuga Chamber Orchestra opens its 
holiday season with Handel's Messiah on 
Saturday, Dec I at 8:15 p.m. at Cornell's 
Bailey Hall, and will be led by Guest Con-
ductor Eiji Oue. 
A native of Hiroshima, Japan, Eiji Oue 
was appointed for the 90-91 season as Music 
Director of the Erie Philharmonic. Prior to 
this position he served as Associate Conduc-
tor of the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra 
from 1986/87 through the 1989/90 season. 
He also conducts the Boston Mozarteum 
Chamber Orchestra. 
Eiji Que studied conducting with Hidco 
Saito at the Toho School of Music in Japan 
and the New England Conservatory. He has 
received training from some of the worlds 
great conductors including Leonard 
Bernstein, Seiji Ozawa, Sergui Calbidache 
and Andre Prcvin. 
Oue recognizes a :,ustaining influence 
from h1!) wur.K. with the Maestro before his 
sudden death when he appeared wilh the 
London Symphony Orchestra at the Pacific 
Music Festival in Japan, under the direction 
of Leonard Bernstein. 
Perfonning with the CCO for the second 
year is the Cayuga Chamber Orchestra 
Chorus. Auditions, which were open to all 
singers in the l thaca area, were held last May 
and then again in September. 
This group of 75 singers has been re-
hearsing on Tuesday evenings since Sept 11. 
Music Director Ca..! St Clair selected Janet 
Funderburk-Galvan to serve as chorus mas-
ter for choir. Funderburk-Galvan ha" 
presented sessions at the music Educators 
National Conference (MENC) and conducted 
at the American Choral Directors Associa-
tion (ACDA) Eastern Regional Convention. 
The ca~L of soloists for this holiday event 
See "Messiah," page 11 
• 
eare ov1n 
Beginning next semester, 
The Ithacan office 
will be in room 269, 
Park School of 
Communications . 
I 
• 
. This is just two doors up the hall from the 
pr~sent office in room 266 Park. 
I !1 • ' ' I~ I , • ,1 ,1 I 111 • ,,.., •••u . . •• 
To contact The Ithacan 
News departments 
and general information 
call 274-3207 
Advertising information call 
274-3208 
New mailing address will be 
The Ithacan 
Park School of Communications room 269 
Ithaca College 
Ithaca. N.Y. 14850 
fiH changes will take effect Monday. January 14 
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Blending influences 
from different ·bands 
The Buck Pets · 
By Eric Holland 
The second album from the Buck Pets, 
Mercurotones, provides a sharply edged 
guitar sound that achieves a tasteful balance 
between grunge and gleem. 
With the help of producer Michael 
Beinhom (Red Hot Chili Peppers) they're 
slightly more slick than a garage band, while 
retaining a raw intensity suitable to their style 
of bruising rock. 
The Pets are best when they're not getting 
too cute, but are concentrating on just pound-
ing out the rhythms. When you get beyond 
the music, you'll notice that Chris Savage, 
Tony Alba, Ian Beach, and Andy Thompson 
spin compelling tales about desirable females 
and undesirable situations. More often than 
not, it works. 
"Moon Goddess" (R.T. Cocaine Blues) is 
a wired fantasy about a femme fatale. It 
begins in a thrashing fashion with an urgent 
groove that progresses into a torrid guitar 
solo before blowing up and crawling out of 
the way. 
"Pearls" is no less fierce but contributes a 
pair of lyrical gems that capture the spirit of 
the band's writing. It begins " I'm not 
looking for an Eldorado/ I just want that red 
haired girl." That's poetry. 
Chris Savage and his mates also penned 
"You want to make me a permanent shadow/ 
you 're about as subtle as a tank." This type 
of tricky imagery gives their tunes some-
thing more than great hooks. 
The raunchy riffs continue on "PM" or 
Parasitic Matter, subtitled "Sick of it All." It 
induces a feeling of claustrophobic frustra-
tion and then busts out of it with a guitar 
drenched climax. 
"Five o'clock or Thursday" is powered 
by a hypnotic bass line and crunching power 
chords that the Pixies and Replacements 
would be proud of. The Buck Pets give 
"special thanks or just hello" to both bands 
in the liner notes. 
The Mats influence shines through on 
"Ave F Blues" that sets uson a step, getting 
high, and watching girls go by. The 
irresistable lead is plenty to motor this tune 
along, butitbecomesrighteouswhenJimmie 
Wood kicks in with a string of bold licks on 
harmonica. 
More fresh instruments tuin up on "Lib-
ertine," produced by the Dust Br-others, who 
have also worked with, among others, the 
Beastie Boys and Tone Loe. They brighten 
up the funk-metal feel with a pair of sneaky 
horns. Thesearen'tJoeJackson-style "happy 
horns" though, they're punchy and sharp 
and sound right at home among the crisp 
drums and strings. 
You still haven· i heard all the instru-
ments on the album until you catch the nifty 
cello on "Ready to Break." It lends an airy 
quality to the whispered words and layered 
guitars. 
Mercurotones is smoking merrily along 
when something bizarre happens near the 
end. Inexplicably, producer Michael 
Beinhom opted to give us a bogus Love and 
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Continued from page 9 
includes Andrea Folan, soprano; Carrie 
Stevens, mezzo-soprano; David Parks' tenor; 
and Randie Blooding, baritone. Soprano Folan 
has sung leading operatic roles with Oberlin's 
Opera Theater, Lancaster Opera Company, 
and Ithaca Opera. Folan has also appeared as 
soloist with the Lancaster Symphony Or-
chestra. 
On the vocal coaching staff at Cornell 
University, she is a member of several spe-
cializing in Medieval and Renaissance mu-
sic and will be performing with the Folger 
Consort in 1991. 
Based in the Minneapolis/ SL Paul area, 
mezzo-soprano Stevens has perfonned as 
soloist under the baton of conductors Eric 
Ericson, Ivan Fischer, Helmuth Rilling, and 
Dale Warland as well as concert appearances 
with the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, the 
Lyra Concert and the Minneapolis Chamber 
Orchestra. 
I I Tenor Parks, AssistantProfessorofVoice MUSIC REVIEW at Ithaca College, has performed with many L. _____________ --1· opera companies including Syracuse Opera, 
[The Buck Pets] are slighly 
more slick than a garage 
band, while obtaining an 
intensity suitable to their 
style of bruising rock. 
Rockets sound for two tracks. 
"Brother" and "Hey Sunshine," with their 
dreamy accoustic strumming, do not belong 
on this record. They are grossly overpro-
duced, and taste fake after hearing the re--
mainder of the album. 
Less is more for the Buck Pets. They are 
definitely a talented foursome who can lay 
down some monster rock grooves and incor-
porate a number of spicy elements into their 
compositions. 
The Mercurotones album is recom-
mended. 
Ithaca Opera, Michigan Opera Theatre, and 
Chautaqua Opera. 
Recent oratorio engagements include the 
CCO, Syracuse Symphony, and a Carnegie 
Hall debut with Mid-America Productions. 
Baritone Blooding recently moved to 
Ithaca from New York City, where he sang 
professionally and maintained a private 
teaching studio. 
Currently on the voice faculty of Ithaca __ 
College, he holds degrees from Colorado 
State University and Southern Methodist 
Univers:iy, the latter being where he earned 
his Doctor of Musical Arts degree. Dr. 
Blooding has received critical acclaim in 
perfonning over 100 recitals in 28 states. 
Single tickets for this holiday favorite are 
available by calling 273-4497. Tickets are 
also sold at the Lincoln Hall Ticket Office 
and Willard Straight Ticket Office at Cornell. 
Prices are $13 for adults, and $6 for students .. 
For further infonnatioii, call the CCO office: : 
at 273-8981. 
JUST DO IT! 
TONIGHT 
As Seen On: 
Showtime0s Comedy CHub Network 
The lmprov 
Caroline's At The §eap(())Iri 
The Comic StriJI] 
Governor's 
TOM ANZALONE 
Pub/Coffeehouse 9:00 porno 
FREE ADMISSION 
'~ - " ,,- . . ,, ' ,, ' ,- ' ",, ' " ' .. ' 
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Windowless and exotic, Jay's breeds intimacy 
Restaurant Review 
Jay's Clinton Hall Cafe 
lBy Beth Roundy 
"If the menu were a map we'd be all over 
it We're taking road trips constantly," said 
Jay Solomon, owner of Jay's Clinton Hall 
Cafe, referring to the variety his menu offers. 
Solomon, a graduate of the Cornell Hotel 
School, has run thecafe for about three years. 
Prior to that, he had a cookie business. 
When the cookie business became too 
much pressure, sometimes requiring 120 
dozen cookies a day, Solomon sold it. 
He then opened two restaurants, one in 
Varna and one in Ithaca. The one in Varna 
did not do well, but business at Jay's, located 
in downtown Ithaca, has grown steadily. 
In the three years since Jay's opened 
Solomon has tried many innovative ideas in 
preparing dishes. He changes the menu ev-
ery three to six months to add variety, but 
keeps the favorites from the old menu. 
Solomon said he has no specialty, but tries 
a little of everything. He published a cook-
*** (Five stars Is best} 
book in September, titled "Condiments! 
Chutneys, Relishes & Table Sauces." As the 
title suggests, the book explores a variety of 
unique sauces created by Solomon and gives 
tempting ideas about how to use them. 
Each of the items in the cookbook has 
been served at his restaurant at one time or 
another. While working on the book, Solomon 
tested the dishes he wrote about by running 
them as specials. 
The menu at Jay's ranges from the exotic 
to classics. Some of the selectons are Shrimp 
and Black Bean Jambalaya, a New Orleans 
style meal; Jamaican Jerk Chicken, a spicy 
dish cooked in a Jamaican manner and 
Primavera with Angel Hair Pasta. 
"I try to be a little more creative, a little 
more daring than the average restaurant I try 
to enlighicn people when it comes to cui-
sine," Solomon said. 
Judging by the quality of the meals at 
Jay's, he has achieved this goal. 
The meal began with salads, which come 
with the entrees, made of greens, tomatoes, 
mushrooms, onions and cucumbers. The 
creamy parmesan dressing had a subtle cheesy 
flavor with a tangy zip. 
The Scallops with Alfredo Sauce con-
sisted of large sea scallops, broccoli and 
mushrooms smothered in an Alfredo sauce 
over angel hair pasta. The sauce was creamy 
and mild, with a hint of parmesan enhancing 
the flavor of the scallops. The vegetables 
were crisp and the scallops tender. 
The Tarragon Chicken with apples and 
cashews came in a tangy dijon cream sauce. 
It had a distinct nutty flavor which combined 
pleasantly with the chicken. 
In both meals, the portions were large 
enough to satisfy an enonnous appetite. The 
entrees ranged in price from $8.95 to S 12.95. 
"When it comes to judging a customer's 
palate, I want to introduce it to some fine 
flavors," Solomon said. The food at Jay's is 
successful in reaching this end. 
The atmosphere of the restaurant is com-
fortable and homey. There are paintings 
hung on the walls and one wall is made of 
stone. Jay's is in the bouom of a building, 
therefore, it has no windows. Yet, instead of 
appearing dark and closed in, it is dimly lit 
and intimate. The small tables, soft music 
and candles add to the intimacy of the cafe. 
The service was efficient and friendly. 
My dinner partner and I received our meals 
without much delay; yet we were given plenty 
of time to relax and enjoy the cuisine and the 
atmosphere. 
In addition to the fine food.Jay's periodi-
cally offers live musical entertainment dur-
ing dinner. The music offers customers a 
little more than the average dining out ex-
perience, Solomon said. 
Although he doesn't do a lot of advertis-
ing because he believes in building a clien-
tele through food, Solomon said that his 
business is good and growing. 
After experiencing the cozy atm&phere 
and unique, exciting cuisine at Jay's Clinton 
Hall Cafe, it is easy to understand why. 
Jay's Clinton Hall Cafe is located at 114 
N. Cayuga Street in Downtown Ithaca. fl is 
openforlunchTuesday-Saturdayl 1 :30-2:00, 
and dinner Tuesday-Sa1urday al 5:30. 
Rocky V: enduring an expired American hero 
By Joel Fenster 
Rocky Balboa is back -- for better or for 
worse. 
He's become so ingrained in our culture 
that he could manage to creep into public 
view even if there weren't a Rocky V. How-
ever, since there is one, there is the good 
possibility that we will become sick of this 
once championed underdog and look upon 
him as the washed-up has-been he really is. 
Rocky V picks up immediately at the end 
ofRocky IV. We quickly discover that Rocky 
has problems. He can't box anymore because 
he has brain damage and his accountant, with 
a little help from Paulie, has squandered all of 
~-:l<ocky' s money. Poor and unable to continue 
"his career, Rocky moves his family back to 
where he started in south Philadelphia, rather 
than doing talk shows, product endorsements, 
orwriung an autobiography to recoup his lost 
millions (as any fallen hero would do these 
days). 
Rocky starts to coach an up-and-coming 
boxer, Tommy Gunn (Tommy Morrison), 
losing the trust of his son Robert (Sage 
Stallone) in the process. Since this isaRocky 
film, we know that by the end, our hero will 
have reconciled with his son and beaten up 
Tommy who turns to "the dark side" when he 
is seduced by a Don King-like promoter. 
Rocky V has a number of problems. The 
biggest of these is that it exists in the shadow 
ofRocky III and Rocky JV. If pan one showed 
the underdog getting his day in the sun, and 
part two had him becoming a champion, then 
parts three and four propelled him into the 
role of super-hero. To go from super-hero 
status to has-been in a five minute period is a 
bit much. Super-heroes fade fast, but there is 
something about Rocky that makes one feel 
he deserves better. Had it been a gradual 
change from champion to has-been, it truly 
might have been better. 
Sylvester Stallone could play this pan in 
Movie Review 
RockyV 
his sleep--and does so throughout most of the 
film. Burt Young's Paulie still serves as 
drunken comic relief and nothing more. Talia 
Shire's Adrian has gone from being the lov-
ing, concerned, and supporting wife to a 
nagging mother hen. Her character get so 
obnoxious by the end of the film, one wishes 
Rocky had beat her up instead of Tommy. 
Sage Stallone actually shows some prom-
ise as an actor. He's going to have to get out 
of his father's colossal shadow if he wishes to 
continue this career. Tommy Morrison also 
does well with his role, but this may only be 
attributed to the fact that he is a boxer in real 
life. 
Two·people return to the series after an 
absence. Director John G. Avildsen, who 
directed the first film, brings back a glint of 
** (Five stars Is best) 
his one entry.as well as a taste of his Rocky-
rip-off-series, The Karate Kid (Avildsen di-
rected all three). However, what he brings is 
nowhere near enough to save the film. 
Burgess Meredith also returns, as Rocky's 
deceased trainer Mickey. for a dream/flash-
back/ghostly vision. In the past, Mickey was 
always the voice of reason. Here he is re-
duced to a stupid plot device. 
Apollo Creed is mentioned once or twice 
as if he were never important to the series. If 
Rocky's going back to his roots how could he 
forget Apollo? Things can't be left out or 
forgotten when returning to the glory days of 
the past. Rocky V tries to get there. but only 
goes nowhere fast If there had never been a 
Rocky 1/1 or Rocky JV, then this part m~ght 
have been good. 
ITHACA CO-LLEGE THEATRE 
make a reservation to see.oo 
The Art of Dining 
by Tina Howe 
SPECIAL STUDENT PERFORMANCE 
Friday, December 7, 1990 at 4:00 p.m. 
Give of yourself this season! Donate three dollars of non-
perishable food in place of your ticket to help feed the home-
less.* 
Suggested do11ations: 
_ - • 5 lb bags of sugar 
• Powdered chQCOlate drink mix 
~-... . - . 
,. Sags of f~tils or beans _ -
« _ Regular coffee ·' 
'. targ~ jar.s of jams and jellies 
• Oatmeal 
• Tomato paste or1omato sauce 
Bring all donations to the Clark 
Theatre prior to the show in order 
to receive a ticket for this special 
performance. 
Students can also donate $3.00 
cash as a donation for admission . 
NO ADVANCE TICKET SALES. 
You must bring $3.00 of food or cash in order to be 
admitted. Limited seating of 210 people, general admission. 
House opens at 3:40 p.m. · 
Sponsored by Theta Alpha Phi 
*All ticket proceeds and food donations go to Loaves and Fi sizes of Itllacn 
Clark Theatre 
Box Office opens November 26, 1990 at noon 
For more information call 274-3224 
DILLINGHAM CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS 
November 29, 1990 THE ITHACAN 13 
Presents 
EDIE BRICKELL ~ , .. 
AND 
NEW BOHEMIANS 
WITH SPECIAL GUEST 
AZTEC CAMERA 
SUNDAY DECEMBER 2~ 1990 8:00 porno 
BEN LIGHT GYMNASIUM 
Tickets Available at: 
ITHACA COLLEGE CAMPUS CJEN1fJER 
REBOP RECORDS 
TICKETRON 
TELETRON (1-800=382=808@) 
$10.00 with ITHACA COLLEGE I.D. 
$12.00 GENERAL ADMISSION 
• 1'/')t,,f"' -{1-1' 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS 
No. 5ive-
I want you. I need you. When will 
you be mine? 
No-man 
Ghhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhia -
Sarry fourspelin yornaim rong, wil 
ewe fourgive mi? 
Brieeeeeeeeeeeeecen 
"Jarem" -
Happy Birthday! Wow, your first 
personal. This is going to be a killer 
birthday. Heathers. "Our love is 
God." Maybe the princes will sing 
to you. You're the best. Need I say 
more? 
Love, 
Me 
(why can't IBU?) 
Bones, Rueben, A.J., Amo, etc. -
Things I am thankful for: I. That I 
didn't have to share my T-day feast 
with you, 2. Pee-wee's theme song. 
3. That I haven't been spat on. 4. 
That I don't need to worry about 
WINTER TRAINING. 6. For 
friends like you. 
ME 
Kris and Hil -
O.K. NOW you may listen to 
Christmas music. 
Hey Lightbulb -
It's been a long time ... what do ya 
say? 
IGOR 
George-
Thanks for getting me high. I still 
have not seen the cover for "Savage 
Streets" or "Hollywood Knights". 
Let's go see a concert when"y0u get 
back 
TheCage-
Missing you all. but not my job. Hi 
K'en - Gin, Mac, Fx, MG, Al, RAL. 
· Good luck on those films. Clay -
what's yourcause this week? Chele-
Dave who? Lisa and Steph -
Congrats. 106 Crescent - keep 
panyian. Ben and gang - Hello?!? 
-B 
_, len-
PUt out that cigarette. 
AAVSCrew-
Remember Ron? Ehhh! Karl? 
Carriage rides? Subways? Soup 
kitchens? Who's good at burping? 
Muhlenberg' College!! Hope you 
bad fun. 
Leslie 
PERSONALS 
Marshall-
Just a note to say hello - go study -
I'll see you someday, huh? 
Stacey 
George-
I still have not seen cover "Savage 
Streets". I like that outfit, I really 
do. So don't be mad. Let's go see a 
concen. Thanks for getting me 
high. Are you sure it's not "Holly-
wood Knights"? 
Dave-
Can't you see that man is a ni! It's 
startin' Get outta my house! If the 
child wants a tigget .. 
Buck 
To Philly fans (You know who 
you are): 
In approximately four days 
The Eagles will lose their wings, 
and come January 30th 
The Bills will be wearing their rings 
Cin-
Love, 
Your favorite 
Buffalo fan 
11/26 - 241? Awesome! Sorry I 
was late and didn't call - I had car 
trouble on Lori La. My car didn't 
flip & I didn't get blown off of the 
road either. Nice rest area. 
B 
CLASSIFIEDS 
'91 - '92 SEASON 
Apartments, houses for I to 24. 
Well maintained, furnished, 
laundry, parking. 
South Hill and Downtown. 
272-3153 
FOR RENT 2nd SEMESTER -
I Room in Huge House: 4 floors, 
front/back porch, free laundry, 
fully furnished, housemates have 
T.V., microwave, toaster, etc., 
Walking distance from 
Collegetown, 5 min. drive to IC, 
private fridge, bed; $270 includes 
utilities! 
Call Doug 
256- 5259 · 
UNBEATABLE 
SPRING BREAK TOURS 
Book today and receive $100 cash 
savings. 
Call 
273-9014 
for more info 
SPRING BREAK -
Karen _ In Cancun or Bahamas from 
Happy21stBirthday! Wellchicklet, $229.00! Includes round trip air, 7 
it's about time - we can finally all -nights hotel, cruise, beach parties, 
.., 
checkout at Wegrnan's togeth~r. _ free _lunch and much more! 
Time to go back to the Pie. Repeat Organi~ a small group -. earn a 
of the Billy Bowl night? Have a free tnp plus comm1ss1ons. 
great day; and.night! Call 1-800-BEACH IT 
Love, 
your sisters and mom 
(Heather. Michelle, Stacey, and 
Kathy) 
Adam-
for more infonnation 
1973NOVA: 
-Good running condition - needs 
brake work. Little rust. 
Roses are red, Violets are blue, and 
__ , I love moooo~ 
Must sell! 
$250 
277-5866 
-, 
Still Somebody -
XO, 
The Baby 
Thanks for a great friendship, good 
times and lolS of hugs. 
Me 
Shircen -
Welcome to Delta Phi Zeta! Hope 
you had a great break - see you Sat 
night. 
Love-N- SSF 
Your big sis, 
Stacey 
MODERN, CARPETED, 
FURNISHED 
1 - 6 Bedroom Apts. 
Call. 
272-3389 
WANTED: 
SPRING BREAK 
SALES REPRESENTATIVES 
Excellent opponunity to earn 
money and free trips, work 
flexible hours and acquire useful 
work experience. 
Call Horizon Unlimited Travel 
(800) 232 - 3999 
CLASSIFIEDS 
SPRING DEAL! 
Large 4 bedroom. Downtown. 
Furnished. $220 each includes 
heat Also as singles! 
273 - 1654 
FREE RENT FOR 1 MONTH 
A GREAT LOCATION! 
Spring Subl~t 
Female house mate needed to 
occupy one spacious bedroom in 
a 5 bedroom apartment directly 
across the back enlrance of J.C. 
Apt: modem, furnished, on-site 
laundry facilities ·and parking. 
Call Michelle 
256-3693 
SCHOLARSHIPS, 
FELLOWSHIPS, 
GRANTS. 
Ed's Services 
Box 3006 
Boston. MA_. 02130 
SPRING SQBLET 
Beautiful ~ room in 
Victorian - f~ preferred. 
Great h~-. auendant 
landlord. 2 ki~ + 2 bath-
rooms, storage ~e. laundry + 
microwave, close to Commons+ 
bus routes. 
442 N. Geneva St 
Jennifer 
256-5085 
WAKEN' BAKE!! 
For Spring Bre$.in Jamaica/ 
Cancun/Margaritidsland staning 
at $429.00! Oljaaize Group, 
Travel Free!! Earlibirds get free 
T-$i4!. 
ca11. · -
1 - 800 -426.- 7710 
' ~. . ·~ . 
WEW~()U_. 
To be a Pl:er_~Counselor in 
Career P~ ... Placement 
for the Acadellll¢'.' •. ::. '92 year. If 
you wiH.' · · le for Interviews iiul~( .·_. g, Apply 
now au~ - _ _ ·n_g and 
~.-·ce.· 
3 BEDROOM ... OVELY 
FURNISHED AtARTMENT 
Living_ room. .groom, 
balcony,~. microwave, 
just down die hill-_fi.Dm campus, 
near the.C~. Bus+ 
Parking av,ilable. 
$275.~ipn. 
. A~l 
. m-~:-llt1 
-~. 
_ _...,A ;·. 
FUNBliA15ING 
PROGAAM 
$1,000injust"ene week 
Earn up to Sl.000 for your 
campus~. plus a 
chance al ss.~re! This 
program WOlb!.:M, investment 
needecl 
Call 1 - 800- 9J2 - 0528 
Ext; 50 
CLOSEST S_lJBLET 
TOCAMtUS 
Available in Janii-Y. Male or 
female IO subletjlla lhis new 
modem 5-.1.., .- ,·;apartment. 
Have own ~·- · · le parking 
and laundry_ "lilies. 
Call:._· 
;~-~-:.' 
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS 
to Students or student organiza-
tions promoting our· Spring Break 
packages. Good pay & Fun. 
Call CMI 1-800-423-5264 
SOUTH HILL/ DOWNTOWN 
4 Bedroom House $250/person; 
month+. 
273 - 7302 
CLASSIFIEDS 
NOW RENTING 
'91 - '92 SEASON 
Hudson St, Hillview Pl., and 
Prospect St. 
2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and IO 
bedroom apanments. All 
apartments are furnished and 
some include, most with off-street 
parking. 
Available Aug. 1, 1990 
Call 273 - 5370 
BEAUTIFUL 4 BEDROOM -
Victorian, South Hill, Close to 
Campus and downtown, large 
rooms, deck, fireplace, and 
laundry. 
David 
347 -4513 
LOST: 
A big black hat from London. It is 
very sentimental! If found call: 
273-9014 
- FREE CHICKEN WINGS 
at Mexicali Rose. Late night 
Happy Hour; Mon. -Thurs. I 0 
p.m. to Mid;Fri. & Sal 11 p.m. 
to ~id. Purchase any (K'._our 10 
Flavored Daquiris or Margaritas 
and receive·a free order of 
wings!!! 
IMPROVE GRADE & 
STUDY SKILLS 
Increase memory and recall. 
Call (913) 383 - 7919 
for recorded-information 
SOUTH HILL 
1991.· 199? 
~odem, <:arpeted. Fumisbed 
l - 6 Bedroom AparunenlS 
-·can -- ,· -
272--'338~ · .. _ '. . 
CLASSIFIEDS 
COLLEGE CIRCLE 
APARTMENTS 
Excellence in student living 
Next to IC - up the road on 96B 
gorgeous, new, huge spaces, extra 
bathrooms, distinctive furniture, 
beautiful finishes, free shuttle to 
campus, basketball hoops. 
3, 4, S BEDROOMS 
staning at: 
$250.00 per person/ per month 
277 -1221 
or 
277 -1234 
THINK AHEAD FOR '91 - '92 
BEST LOCATION. 3 bed.room 
apartment on Hudson Street 
Modem, spacious, laundry, 
parking, furnished. Available 6/ 
91. $265 - $280 per person 
BIG AND BEAUTIFUL de-
scribes this 7 bedroom aprtment. 
Two new baths and kitchens. 
Fully furnished, laundry, parking, 
downtown. Available 8/91. $260 
per person. 
BRAND NEW contemporary 
studio in downtown Victorian. 
Laundry, parking, furnished ... 
$340. Available 8/91. 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM 
APTS. 
Space for one or two. New 
kitchens and baths, laundry, 
parking, downtown, S35. 
Available: 
91-92. 
OWNER MANAGED 
Call 273 - 4781 . 
HOUSE 91/92: 
West Campus -- 6 bedrooms, · 
furnished. For up to 8. 
Free Parking 
$1,400 
273 .• 1654 
ITHACAN· CLASSIFIEDS 
...... 1 ~ ' - -
1. SEND~O: - · 
The Ithacan . _ . . 
Park CommWlications 
953 Danty Road= -
IF YOU LIVE ON CAMPUS 
The Ithacan 
Park Communications 
(Care of Intcrcampus Mail) 
Ithaca Colkje. -- - · ·· -""-··· 
Ith N ~ -'JiAo<o · ·,:_ D_ EADLINE: aca, ~ .. .-._ ~-'-
. · "Monday before 5:00 pm to insure 
2. DROPOl-'F: bl" . th t II . At the Ithacan Office pu 1cat10n on e o owmg 
Thursday. 
Park Communications 
Room266 
BUSINESS: . _ PERSONAL: 
$4.00 f~-~-- u·words, $1.00 for the first _1? words, 
$.15 for~1'fditioiw,word. $.10 for each add1t1onal word. 
NAME: _____________ _ 
ADDRESS:---------------
PHONE NUMBER: ___________ _ 
DATES 10·RUN: 
---------------MESS AGE; 
November 29, 1990 
CALVIN AND-HOBBES 
A LOT Or PtOl'LE Dot-\T 
HM£. f'RINCl\>LES, 13\lT I DO~ 
J't,.\ ,:.. \.\1<:i\-\L'I \lRIIK\PU:.D 
\)£.RSc,,'-1.' 
\ 
LOO\!. OJT W.'c: W\t-\l)OW .' 
\T'S Sl'-()'1'-1\NG' n-lERE 
t,\\JST BE t,..LN\oS, ; 
Hl\lS ~ It-Kl-\ .1 
By BILL WATTERSON 
I '«0~\1£.R \-\OW A C~AB9'{ 
GU'{ \..\'i(t. \-1\M GOT Tu ~ 
S\ll'@..l~TE.~Dl:.1-\1. 
MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM By MIKE PETERS 
GARFIELD 
PEANUTS 
'{ES, MAAM, l1D LIKE 
TO 6LII( A CHRISTMAS 
PRE5ENT FOR A GIRL 
I KNOW .. 
I WAS 11-HNKING 
MAYSE A PAIR 
OF GLOVES ... 
By JIM DAVIS 
SHE'S ON TOP 
01= M'-1 CAR 
HOWLIN& A1 
fHE MOON! 
By CHARLES M. SCHULTZ 
WOULD IT ~ELP IF 
I DESCRIBED HER.? 
THE ITHACAN 15 
THE FAR SIDE 
By GARY LARSON 
, . ~ ~ •' ~ \ ,, . '~· 
ti B IH 
~ I 
ti 
BGSA--_ 
Buffalo, N.Y., Nov. 2-5: The annual convention of 
the Big Galoot Society of America. 
Misunderstanding his employees' screams 
of "Simmons has lost his marbles," Mr. Wagner 
bursts from his office for tl')e last time. 
Excu5e me Zt"ek 
wt I rave '-to 30 ~Ver 
fo the ne;_ghbor•s yard For q 
few rn;nuf(:'S ... be rjgh1 bqck. 
i 
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Gavich arid Speer 
~ell it like it i§ 
92-WICB broadcasters do more than 
just call Bomber football contests 
By Julie Trimarchi 
Ithaca College has repeatedly 
been recogniz.ed for having an ex-
tremely competitive football team. 
As fans, we've followed our fel-
low Bombers to a winning record 
of 8-2. However, we often over-
look two remarkably important 
people when dealing with the £affie. 
Without Dave Speer and Greg 
Gavich, IC football would not be 
the same. Who are they? What po-
sition do they play? 
Although you may never see 
them on the field, it is guaranteed 
you will be able to hear them each 
week on 92 WICB FM. 
Gavich, a senior, helps us sec 
the game through his eyes with his 
"play by play" announcements, 
while Speer, a junior, analyzes the 
plays with his "color" commentar-
1es. 
Although many people listen lo 
the game each week, not many know 
how much work the broadcast en-
tails. Before the season began, 
Gavich contacted each opposing 
coach to insure that up-to-date sta-
tistics would be sent before bat-
"'·' tling each team. 
The week prior to each game, 
Speer and Gavich collect the vital 
facts needed for the upcoming game. 
They must be reviewed and some-
times memorized. 
Each week the cycle begins 
again, so that on game day the fans 
will have the privilege of listening 
lo announcers_ who not only know . 
football, but who are familiar with 
the local angle and the specifics of 
each game. 
Aside from getting ready for the 
actual game, Gavichaod Speer also 
have to prepare the pre-game show. 
Thisisdoneafewdaysbcforeeach 
game. 
Two interviews take place: one 
with IC coach Jim Butterfield and 
the other with the opposing coach. 
The interviews are taped and lhen 
edited to fit into the ten minutes 
allowed for the pc-game. 
When game day finally arrives, 
Gavich and Speer are in the press 
box at least an hour and a half 
before kickoff. They keep busy by 
setting up equipment and review-
ing statistics and players. 
As the game begins, Gavich's 
"play by play" commentary con-
sists of calling the actual action. It 
is straightforward and lets the lis-
teners know what is happening. 
Because football plays happen 
quickly, lhe comments take fast 
thinking. As a play takes place, the 
description may seem general. 
However, Gavich elaborates on 
previous comments between plays 
when there is more time to give the 
listeners a clear picture. Between 
plays is also when Speer gives us 
his "color" reporting. 
Without cpcating Gavich, he 
adds to the broadcast with statis-
tics, details, criticisms, and chal-
lenges. Speer feels that he is not 
always watching the same game 
because he must look deeper into 
the game al individual plays and 
players. 
Although the positions to call 
the games are entirely voluntary, 
they are very hard to gel Competi-
tive auditions are given each year 
before selecting the seasons an-
nouncers. Obviously there are rea-
sons for putting so much time and 
effort into a job that does not pay. 
Speer gave his reasons- "First, I 
can't beat the e,i.perience and sec-
ond, it's a lot of fun." 
Both Gavich and Speer had pre-
~ experience calling games in 
high school, everything from foot-
ball to hockey and track. 
Speer believes, "The best way to 
get beuer is through experience." 
Both admit to calling even games 
of Nintendo, and watching televi-
sion with the volume turned down, 
enabling them to announce the plays 
themselves. They say it just comes 
natural to start calling action when 
they see it 
Speer and Gavitch are both TV/ 
R-broadcast journalism majors. 
Speer has a busy schedule . Aside 
from his weekly "play by play", 
Gavich also does the Gridiron Re-
port, the weekly sportscast on ICB-
TV ,is the Sports Directorof WICB-
FM, and is involved with intramu-
ral sports and the golf team. 
Both Speer and Gavich believe 
in developing their own styles, al-
though they feel that watching tal-
ented professionals can only help 
them to improve. 
Needless to say, they would both 
like to pursue careers in 
sportscasting. 
The next time you're listening to 
the game, try to remember the guys 
behind the voices. Their efforts and 
talents should be grcatJy appreci-
ated. 
November 2911990 
Harriers end season 
with succesful showt:l 
ing at Natio_n_a_ls _ __, 
Men finish 12th, 
women end up 8th 
in Iowa showdown 
By Rorie Pickman 
The Ithaca College men's and 
women's cross country teams ended 
their season the right way as both 
learn competed in Nationals al 
Grinnell College in Iowa. 
This was the seventh consecu-
tive time that the women went to 
the Division III Cross Country 
Championships and this time, the 
team finished eighth in the meet 
Senior Bonnie Gleason was the 
first IC finisher as she came in 15th 
place in 18:15.9. 
"It was an outstanding race for 
her," head coach Bill Ware said. 
Gleason earned All-America hon-
ors for the first time ever, which 
was a nice way to end her career al 
Ithaca College. 
There were 134 runners in the 
race and 128 of them finished. 
SUNY Cortland came in first place 
with 43 points and their runner, 
Victoria Mitchell was the winner of 
the race with a time of 17:24.71. 
Oshkosh came in second with 
48 poinL<; and Williams College Look 
third with 96. Ithaca had 205 poinL~ 
to get eighth place. 
This was the highest 
finish of anybody ever 
at IC 
-Coach Bill Ware 
Finishers' places 
and times 
Women 
•Bonnie Gleason, 15, 18:15.9 
Ann DelSignore, 57, 19:12 
Kathy Brunken, 73, 19:24.3 
Mary Beth Duffy, 85, 19:35.2 
Mary Halloran, 88, 19:41.7 
Amy Sorham, 101, 20:06.5 
Theresa Tomazic, 104, 20:10.4 
Men 
•Sean Livingston, 4, 25:07 
Jason Trumble, 94, 26:29.4 
Mario Gagliano, 96, 26:32 
Jeffrey Dickens, 97, 26:32. l 
Michael Mulligan, 121, 26:50.7 
John Dickens, 141, 27:08.6 
There are a total of 234 
NCAA Division III teams 
and approximately 2400 
total competitors. 
* Top 25 linishers are au-
tomatically All-American 
contestants. 
Ware said. 
According lO Ware, both of his 
teams went out a liule too hard in 
the race, but he beli\!vcs this coultl 
be because of the course. 
Frosh lsselbacher leads grapplers Accordmg Lo Ware, there arc 224 Division Ill school's in the country which offer cross country 
for women. Therefore, the Bomb-
ers finished their season in the top 
four percent. 
"It was Lhc type of course that 
went very fast. You think you arc 
gomg slow but you're not," he said. 
Ithaca is the only school in their 
region which has brought both their 
men's and women's te21Tls to na-
tionals for the past two years. 
By Ed Orr 
Most of Ithaca College was en-
joying the first day of Thanksgiv-
ing break on Saturday, Nov. 17, but 
theBomber wrestlers were al the 
Great Lakes Open at Gannon Uni-
versity in Eric, PA. 
Freshman David lssclbacher 
won the tournament al 118-pounds, 
making it his second collegiate gold 
on the season (he also won the 
Cortland Invitational the week be-
fore). 
Senior Bill Hadsell failed to re-
main undefeated at 190-pounds, as 
he placed second, along with his 
classmate Marty Sullivan at 150, 
and freshman Karl Zenie at 177-
pounds. 
Chris Passero and Lenny 
Bruehwilerfinishedthirdinthe 126-
pound and 134-pound weight 
classes, respectively. Junior Karl 
Liebcnnan went home with a fourth 
place finish al 118-pounds, as did 
freshman Mike Murtha at 167-
pounds. 
IC graduate and cunent assis-
tant coach Mi)(e H1silli was not 
eligible to wrestle in lhe collegiate 
divisioo, so be entered and won the 
open division as a heavyweight. 
After a week off. the Bombers 
have been preparing all week for 
Friday, Nov. 30th when they will 
be wrestling in Slippery Rock, 
Pennsylvania There.lthacawillpit 
themselves against four Division I 
schools. whom they've never 
wrestled against. 
nl have no idea. .. bow well we11 
do," IthacaheadcoachJohn Murray 
admitted. 
There will be a few ·wrest1e-
offsn this week f(X' IOp spots in lhe 
line-up. In some tournamcnts,more 
thanoncwrestJcrmaybeenteredin 
each weight class. Fcxdualmatc~. 
· .·.ITHACA COLLEGE 
••': .:., . . . 
Question: 
Looking for a way to spend 
Winter Break? 
Answer: 
' 
-
w. 
B!I 
PEER RECRUITERS: Students who 
travel back to their High Schools to 
speak with prospective students 
about Ithaca College. 
INTERESTED? 
INFORMATIONAL SESSION 
WHEN: 
WHERE: 
TIME: 
December 9, 1990 
Textor103 
7:15PM 
Contact the Office of Admission, Job Hall 
though, the team is represented by 
only one man in each of the ten 
weight classes. 
Lenny Brucwiler has been wres-
tling at 126 pounds, but may be 
moving up to 134-pounds. Thal 
depends if he can beat freshman 
Kent Maslin, who has been per-
forming al that weight until now. 
Juniors Chris Olive and Ken 
F<Wbcsarethelhreatsat 142-pounds. 
At 158-pounds,junior Don Pot-
ter will face off against freshman 
Jeff Geller for the top SJX)t in the 
marches this weekend. 
Murrayisnotsurewhathisstrat-
egy will be after the places have 
been decided for this weekend. "I 
may split some of the matches." 
'The four ~ponents are Univer-
sity of Dayton. Virginia Polytech-
nic Institute, the University of Vir-
ginia, ·and the Virginia Military 
Institute. 
The men finished 12th in the 
meet, which is their second best 
placing ever. They took I I th place 
in 1985. 
Scan Livingston had a strong 
race, as the senior came in fourth 
place in 25:07. 
"This was the highest finish of 
anybody ever at IC", Ware said. 
Livingston ran his second fastest 
time ever and earned All-America 
honors for his performance. 
Oshkosh came in first place with 
87 points followed by North Cen-
tral College, 100 points, and La 
Crosse, 109. 
There are 234 Division III 
school's in the country which offer 
cross country for men so IC fin-
ished in the upper 5%. 
"There are 222 teams which 
would I ike to trade places with us," 
"It was a wrapup to a good sea-
son," Ware said. 
Ware is pleased will"!,,the season 
that his teams had as they had two 
All-Americans, three women who 
were All-State selections, four men 
who were All-Stale selections, five 
women who were All-EC AC picks, 
and four men who were named to 
the All-ICAC team. 
As the season came lo an end 
and Ware, along with assistant Jim 
Nichols and graduate assistant Ellen 
Kissane, look ahead to the indoor 
season, there are seniors on the team 
who have run their last cross coun-
try season at Ithaca College. 
Senior Mike Neilan wishes he 
could return next year. however, he 
warns his younger teammates, 
"Watch out at the Alumni Run be-
cause we're com in after ou." 
rTliien-PfiU 
'llI'EP:A{_.9lM'ES'E & C:J{J:J\[__'ES'E 
C'llIS I<J{'E 
:Free .Luncli & 'Dinner 
'De[ivery 'lJai[y * 
272 - 3357 
9,{on - 'lliurs 11am - 10:00pm 
208 !/{; '110(jYl S'T. - near the commons 
'l~-out / 1(sservations 273-6604 
J"ri -Sat 11am - 10:30pm 
Sunday 11am - 9:30pm 
'Ult, acµpt creait cards for aefi11ery • cal{ for informatwn 
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Bombers fall to Trenton, 24-14 in playoff opener 
By Brian Lustig 
The Bombers storybook season 
ended last Saturday on a sour note 
as they were eliminat.cd in the first 
round of the NCAA playoffs by 
Trenton State 24-14. 
Ithaca, who had played out-
standing football in the second half 
of the season, was constantly 
plagued by turnovers preventing 
them from gaining any offensive 
momentum. 
The first half determined the 
outcome as Trenton State scored 
early and often. On their second 
possession, the Lions marched 
downfield bchindquarterbackStcve 
Mortcllite. He led through the air 
and on the ground, eventually flip-
ping a three yard touchdown pass to 
WR Dave Aungst. 
Up 7-0, Trenton State took the 
ball back minutes later as the de-
fense registered one of four inter-
ceptions. 
The Lions put together another 
impressive drive as RB Erik Ander-
son ( 17 carries for 52 yards) led the 
way. At the three yard line, 
Mortellit.c again found Aungst for a 
touchdown. 
The first quarter ended 14-0 in 
favor of the Lions, creating a big 
hole for the Bombers to dig them-
selves out of. 
On the Bombers' first posses-
sion in the second quarter the of-
fense got going as Todd Wilkowski 
completed all three passes for 34 
yards and ran for eight more. Jeff 
Willman, who recorded his seventh 
consecutive 100 yard effon, fin-
ished the drive by scampering 17 
yards to cut the margin to 14-6. 
Sullivan's extra point failed, but 
Ithaca was finally on the board. 
The score held in check until the 
Lions took over with about three 
minutes left. Mortellite hit receiv-
ers left and right, and when nobody 
was open he took off and ran for 
sizable gain. Mortcllite eventually 
took his squad down to the 6-yard 
line. They ran the option and, after 
a great pass fake by Mortellite, ran 
it in himself for the touchdown. The 
extra point lengthened the lead to 
21-6. 
One of the few bright spoL~ for 
the Bombers in the opening 30 
minutcs was the two minute drill 
Wilkowski orchestrated before 
halftime that Butterfield felt was 
" ... simply outstanding." 
Wittman continued to rack up 
yards on the drive and Wilkowski 
was hitting targets and eventually 
found wide receiver Ken Hammel 
for an 8-yard touchdown throw with 
eight seconds left. 
Butterfield opted for the two 
point conversion to try and get back 
the point lost before and Wilkowski 
successfully found Wittman in the 
end zone. The pass cut the Lions' 
lead at halftime to 21 -I 4. 
It was still anyone's ballgame at 
this point,as Wittman registered 99 
rushing yards in the first half to go 
along with his touchdown run. 
Mortellite was the Trenton State 
offense with 63 rushing yards, 95 
yards through the air and three 
touchdowns overall. 
Butterfield was concerned be-
cause the Bombers " ... were not 
shaip as a team and we were doing 
things we haven't been doing lately," 
Butterfield wa<; alluding to turn-
overs and costly penalties. 
IC made one last attempt at a 
comeback on the opening drive of 
the second half as Wittman (115 
yards rushing) and Sidle (62 rush-
ORNEL~. 
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0 Mrs--s -presents .... 
Ithacan I Amy Kweskin 
Ithaca linebacker Rob Finneran celebrates after bringing down a Trenton State ballcarrler in the 
Bombers 24-14 loss to the Lions in the first round of the NCAA playoffs. 
ing yards) powered the team down ran for 113 more, and accounted for 
to the 6-yard line where they faced all three Lion SC<ICS.. 
a 4th and I situation. The Ithaca offense as a whole 
Buuerfield opted to go for iL was held to 282 yards while com-
However, Wittman was stuffed at milting six turnovers. 
the line of scrimmage and the Lions Despite the abrupt .end to the 
took over. season Buucrlield made no excuses. 
Things went downhill from there Hcsaid,"Trenton Staie was as sharp 
forlthaca,asWilkowskicompleted as they could be and made few 
only two of eleven passes in the mistakes." 
second half, and Wittman was held TIie Final Four is now set , with 
to 16 yards on six carries. Lycoming and Hofstra hauling in 
~----------~ 
Bombers place severn 
on ECA C Division 
III All-Star Squad 
Offense 
Quarterback: Todd Wilkowski 
Runningback: Jeff Wittman 
Wide Receiver: Ken Hammel 
Offensive Line: Brian Orwick 
Defense 
The Bombers defense stiffened the South-East contest. Allegheny Linebacker: Chris Colloca 
in the second half, limiting the Li- and thetcamlthacabeatin 1988 for Defensive Back: Joe Williams 
ons offense to a field goal, leaving the National Title, Central (Iowa), 
the final scorcat24-14. duke it out for the North-West 
The star for Trenton State was crown. Next week's Stagg Bowl 
Mortellitc, who threw for I29yards, game is in Bradenton, Aa. 
Special Teams 
Place Kicker: Mau Sullivan 
... , .. ,. --- -
.-------------, 
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INDIGO GlitLS :Nothing But Stuffed Animals/ 1108 Dryden Road + Collegetown I 
: (607) 273-4857 : · 
.. , 
with special guest 
RACHE ALPERT 
THURSDAY, DEC. 6, 1990 8:00 P.M. 
BAILEY HALL, CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
SECOND SHOW 
GENERAL PUBLIC $12.50/$14.50 
tickets available 
AT WILLARD STRAIGHT HALL TICKET OFFICE 
@ REBOP RECORDS. TICKETRON/TELETRON ( 1-800-382-8080) FUNDED IN PART BY STUDENT ASSEMBLY 
110:00am to 6:00pm <> Monday-Saturday I 
:call Us.oo : 
!We've got thousands of stuffed animals.I 
I We can pick one out over the phone, I 
I then mail or deliver it for you. I 
I I 
I American Ellpress <> Visa/Mastercard Accepted I 
Your Message: I 
ena %is Jla to Someone: 
1 
. 
Who Loves 'You I I L ____________ I 
Get an early start on the Holiday season. 
Think about a gift certificate for someone 
close to you. At ... 
TAN~tu 
SPECIAL 
~6 Ses~!~~s $36 ~· 
W Mon-Fri 8am-9pm .A, 
Sat Bam-Spm 
Sun 9am-3pm 
Expires 12/06/90 cauo 212-5598 609 W. Clinton St. 
, 
--:,;:r-,,., 
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Ithacan / Adam Riemer 
Ithaca center Chris Alsenbrey looks to pass against Elmira. 
Hoops 
Continued from back page 
fellow seniors Aisenbrey and Steve 
MacDonald. "We had to beat them 
this time." 
Although this is only 
Aisenbrey's second year with the 
Bombers, he wanted a victory as 
much as the next guy. 
'.'We had.o.o~~at them in.a long 
time so it was a gocx:i'.wiri:frir:.us. If 
we were going to have a good sea-
son , we had to win this game," 
Aisenbrey said. 
The Bombers opened their sea-
son two weeks ago when they hosted 
the Ithaca College Tipoff Tourna-
ment in the Ben Light Gymnasium. 
On Friday night, the Bombers 
took on St. Joseph's. This was a 
successful first game for the team, 
as ran away with the victory, de-
f ~ting St. Joseph's 96-79. 
McEachem led the Bombers 
with 25 points, hitting 3-5 from 
AND THE ART OF EATING 
f!Jafoand<§J 
7 NIGHTS 5 PM TO 11 PM 
ALL CREDIT CARDS 
HANCOCK PLAZA 
(THIRD ST. EXIT OFF ROUTE 13) 
ITHACA 
273-1999 
TRAVELING? 
Book early and save ! ! ! 
-=-> ·-
-. ! (lj 
Ithaca Travel Outlet 
Fall Break, Thanksgiving, and Winter Break are all approaching 
quickly. Don't get stuck paying high airfares. Call lTO to reserve 
early for the lowest airf a~es ava1!able. There is no charge tt? you 
for our services, all maior credit cards accepted_. free dehverr; 
anywhere in Ithaca, discount fares to Europe. Give us a call!.! 
272-6962 
120 North Aurora StJDowntown Ithaca 
1 floor above the Fisherman restaurant 
three point range. Paul Walker had 
a strong first game at Ithaca Col-
lege, as the sophomore grabbed 10 
rebounds and netted 14 points. 
Aisenbrcy added 16 points to 
the Bomber victory and Hess, along 
with freshmen Pete Kowal also hit 
double figures. Hess finished the 
game with 14 points while Kowal 
had 10. 
"It was a good win for 
us ... we had to win 
this game." 
Chris Aisenbrey 
StJoseph'swac;ledbyRaymond 
Boyd, who netted 31 points and 
Mark Williams added 17. 
The Bombers next met Virginia 
Wesleyan in the championship 
game of the tournament and fell, 
66-58. 
The team got into foul trouble as 
both Dunne and Walker fouled out 
and Hess and Kowal had each 
picked up four, forcing the two to 
play less aggressive basketball. 
Hess led the team with 15 points 
and McEachem added 10. Dunne 
was the team's leading rebounder 
in the game as, the team's usual 
point guard played at the forward 
position and hauled in seven re-
bounds. 
The Bombers are now 2-1 this 
season and they will not be in action 
action until Dec. 6, when they host 
Keuka College. They will then host 
SUNY Binghamton on Saturday. 
Basketball 
Continued from back page 
throws to tie the game at 56. The 
teams traded baskets for the rest of 
the half to knot the score at 60 at the 
end of regulation. 
Throughout the overtime, Keuka 
used a full coun press to stifle the 
Bombers offense and used an over-
all fac;t game to totally dominate 
Ithaca. 
November 29 1990 
Athlete of the week 
By Willie Rubenstein 
"An outstanding race." 
Those were the words of praise 
by cross country coach Bill Ware 
for Ithaca College's male All-
American runner, Sean Livingston. 
Livingston's incredible founh 
place finish at the NCAA Division 
III Cross Country Championships 
held in Grinnell, Iowa on Saturday, 
Nov. 17 enabled the senior to earn 
his lofty status. 
But some investigation into 
Livingston's career here at Ithaca 
College shows steady improvement 
over his four years. 
Holland, Michigan, home of 
Hope College, was the site in the 
1987 campaign, where Livingston 
finished 86th. In 1988 at Washing, '-----~S_po_rt_s-ln~f-or_m_a~tio-n"'1, 
ton University in St Louis, Mis- Sean Livingston 
souri, he ended up 52nd. 
Last year at Augustana College Ware added that Livingston's 
inRocklsland,lllinois,theBomber parents had made their seventh 
co-captain improved to 50th with straight appearance at the Cross 
his second fastest finish ever. Country Championships. Sean's 
Thisseason'sshowingatGrinnell sister was a senior when he was a 
College in Iowa was his personal freshman. and ran on the women's 
record, or "PR" in cross country team. 
jargon. While he realized the loss of his 
Wareheapedmoreaccoladeson three-time team MVP and captain 
his runner, saying, "He ran well last would be tough, Ware pointed out 
year, but Grinnell was his kind of that three other four-year letter 
course to run. It was really geared winners would also graduate. 
towards him. There were hills which Nonetheless, Livingston's All-
made it physically chalknging,and American showing is "unbelicv-
he took advantage of it." able", according to Ware. 
I won e overume Jump ball, Wamors score 1 pomts m the 
and with only one second off the ovcnime, to down the Bombers, 
clock, Fisher was fouled. In a one- 73-61. 
and-one shooting situation, Fisher Ithaca's next contest is against 
missedthefirstend,Keukagrabbed Suny Oneonta Friday. 
the rebound and the Warriors never Despite the Bombers l-2 start, 
looked back. Pritchard still believes in her squad. 
TheBombcrscouldmanageonly "The team is so spirited, so en-
one point in the entire overtime. thusiastic, that we'll run through a 
With SO seconds left, Fisher hit the brickwall if we need to. We have no 
front end of a one-and-one. The limits," Pritchard said. 
( Interested in a Leadership role for 1991-92?) 
* Become a Peer Career Counselor in the 
Office of Career Planning and 
Placement 
* 
I@' Help Students with important career issues 
I@' Learn resume writing, cover letter writing, 
interviewing and counseling as well 
as other valuable skills 
I@' Develop and Focus your own personal 
career goals 
If you will be away from campus in the Spring 
Apply Now for Fall '91 positions. 
For Applications or more information contact 
the Office of Career Planning and Placement. 
Applications due on or before December 7th, 1990 
· November 29, 1990 
The mouse 
that roared 
Jill Harrington 
changes from a 
quiet player to an 
aggressive leader 
By Julie Trimarchi 
As the 1990-91 basketball sea-
son begins, the women's basketball 
team looks forward to a 24-game 
program. 
This year, coach Christine 
Pritchard has chosen a single cap-
tain to lead hei: young, yet versatile 
team. After four years on the squad, 
senior Jill-Harrington has the sole 
honor. However, in her eyes, she 
has 11 co-captains in her teammates. 
Pritchard described Harrington 
as the team's mother, friend, confi-
dant and drill sergeant. She feels 
that Harrington's great leadership 
abilities make her an effective role 
model for the younger teammates. 
She helps to keep the team close, on 
and off the court. 
When she initially recruited 
Harrington, Pritchard was actually 
scouting another player, but it was 
Harrington who caught her eye. 
Pritchard recalls, "Although she 
needed some work, her enthusiasm 
and love for the game shone through 
to impress me." 
-.......... _ .... 
Harrington clearly has been a 
success story. She has grown from 
a high school girl who "needed 
help" to the captain of the squad. 
... :ican , aron e s 
Bomber captain JIii Harrington goes up for a practice layup. 
When Harrington first played 
for Ithaca College as a freshman, 
she was very shy. Therewasatime 
when the team was punished with 
extra sprints because she would not 
talk on I.he court during practice. 
Now Harrington is helping to lead 
IC's practices. 
As she progressed, she became 
more vocal, but still encountered 
some embarrassing situations. 
When she was a sophomore, her 
teammates recall a game in Oneonta 
when she forgot her white team 
sneakers. Too scared to tell 
Pritchard, she asked an Oneonta 
player if she could bonow a pair of 
sneakers. She played the game 
wearing a pair of bright red sneak-
ers, an obvious contrast with 
Ithaca's whites. 
Sophomore teammate Tiffany 
Shaffer recognized Harrington as a 
great leader. 
"She is laid back, but she knows 
how to get the job done. We can all 
depend on her," Shaffer said. 
Harrington admits that when she 
IN STUDIO 
Highlighting Ithaca's perfonning 
artists 
Sundays at 8:30 on 13 
Wednesdays at 9:00 on 
Campus 6 
Ithaca College 
Brodcasting 
ICB-TV 
was elected to be the only captain, 
she was nervous with having to 
fulfill the pressures of the "captain 
role." 
Because she realizes that she 
can count on all her ~mates as 
, much as she would a co-captain, 
she has learned to enjoy her role. 
Presently pursuing a degree in 
Exercise Science, Harrington hopes 
to one day work with cardiac pa-
tients in a hospital setting. Right 
now however, her goals are focused 
on I.he upcoming season. 
OPEN 
7 Days a week 
•, FRI.& SAT. 
f}&b 'til 3:00 AM. 
~t~ 
1 
SERVING: 
Omelettes, Wallies 
Pancakes, Pizza.Subs 
Italian and American food 
The ROSEBUD 
Restaurant 
The Commons 272-5708 
I\ 
~ 
Shabbat Services 
- Friday 6:00 pm 
- Saturday 10:30 am 
I\ 
~ 
V Shabbat Dinner 
-Friday 7:15 pm in the Terrace Dining Hall 
for RESERVATIONS call 274-3103 
- WE'RE BACK IN BUSINESS 
V 
Tuesday, December 5 - 8:15 pm BASIC JUDAISM with Rabbi Elie in the Hillel office 
Saturday, December 8 - Chanukah Party at Cornell. For more information call 274-3103 
'- ,. r-, , .. ~1 'l 'I' 1, » 
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Bombers rromp t~ 
third place finish 
in Tipoff Touirney 
By Christa Anoll 
In a game that saw every player 
score and the Bombers dominate 
both ends of the coun, the women's 
basketball team defeated 
Plattsburgh, 78-62, leading IC to a 
third place finish in the Rochester 
Tipoff Tournament. 
In the first round of the tourna-
ment the squad faced a tough West-
ern Connecticut in the season opener 
for both teams. 
"It was a typical first game. ll1erc 
were lots of turnovers and lots of 
mistakes," head coach Christine 
Pritchard said. 
TheBom bers went into the game 
with a relaxed attitude that helped 
them start the game with a strong 
first half. 
"We went out and we were very 
relaxed, which was something I was 
really happy with, because I just 
didn't know, I wasn't sure what to 
expect," Pritchard said. 
Despite such a strong, aggres-
sive start, the Bombers could not 
hold on and lost a close one, 67-63. 
"I was really pleased with the 
way we just went out and attacked 
them, but we couldn't sustain that 
momentum for 40 minutes. 
"We went from a 10 point lead to 
a l0pointdeficit, and back to tie the 
game with about a minute left, but 
we just couldn't get the bucket we 
needed to take them over," Pritchard 
said. 
IC was led offensively and de-
fensively by· junior guard Lisa 
Tibbles, and sophomore guard 
Tiffany Shaffer. 
It was a momentum thing, 
we outshot them in the 
first half and they outs hot 
us in the second half. 
-Christine Pritchard 
four assists. 
Shaffer was the lone Bomber to 
be named to the all-tournament 
team. 
Overall, Western Connecticut 
outrcbounded and outshot IC. 
"It was a momentum thing, we 
outshot them in the first half and 
they outshot us in the second half," 
Pritchard said. 
Against Plattsburgh, the Bomb-
ers took the lead early in the first 
half and never looked back. 
"It was a great game in that ev-
eryone got playing time. Anytime 
you can do that it really creates a 
great team atmosphere," Pritchard 
said. 
Fisher and senior forward Jill 
Harrington were the high scorers 
for Ithaca, both scoring in double 
figures. Fisher netted 14, while 
Harrington, the captain, tallied 13. 
Shaffer was next with eight 
points. She was followed by three 
Bombers who netted seven points 
each: Tibbles,junior Kristen Kinne 
and freshman Angel Houghton. 
Sophomore Deanna Webb, 
Kinne and Shaffcr·Jcct· ·re in re-
bounding,- .................... . 
"Karen Fisher and Tiffany 
Shaffer played really steady games 
across the board and played really 
outstanding balanced games. They 
did a super job," Pritchard said. 
A transfer from Jefferson Com-
munity College, Tibbles led both 
teams in scoring, netting 23 points 
in her first game in a Bomber uni-
fonn. She shot SO percent from the 
field and free throw line and grabbed 
six rebounds. 
Shaffer pulled down 10 boards, 
nine on the defensive end. She 
scored eight points and dished out 
"I'm really pleased with what I 
saw, it·s a great start. Western 
Connecticut is a tough team and 
they're definitely a team to be reck-
oned with down the stretch. Of 
course you always want to win, but 
it just wasn't to be," Pritchard said. 
I 
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SAFE SIEX 
* Are you· sexually active? 
Arc you protected against unplanned 
pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases (STD)? 
Did you know that birth control and STD screening 
are available at the l.C. Health Center arzd that these 
se.rvir.es are totally confidential?? 
Please Call for More Information On 
Safe Sex 274-3177 
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Where to find The Ithacan · 
Pick up The Ithacan every Thursday. 
e/ Issues are available in all academic 
buildings on the IC campus, including NCR. 
e/ The Ithacan is also available in the Campus 
Center, Phillips Hall and at the entrance of 
each dining hall. 
r/ Off campus, you can pick up an Ithacan in 
Center Ithaca on The Commons and at 
Rogan's Corner. 
e/ Or stop by The Ithacan office, Park 266. 
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Hoopster·s top Elmira, 62-58 
to notch 700th school win 
By Rorie Pickman 
Despite trailing at halftime, the 
men's basketball team defeated 
Elmira College, 62-58, for the first 
time in the last four years, to post 
the 700th win in school history. 
From the way things went in the 
first half, it didn't look like the 
Bombers were going to come out 
with a victory. 
Both teams hit l l field goals, 
and the Bombers were two for four 
from three point range. While the 
Soaring Eagles were 10-13 from 
the free throw line, the Bombers 
managed to hit only two of their 
four free throws. 
Ithaca had gotten themselves into 
foul trouble as they finished the 
half with twelve fouls for the team, 
while John Dunne had three oer-
sonals of his own. 
were not about to give up without a 
fight. 
Ithaca came back in the second 
half and, behind the strong play of 
senior co-captain Michael Hess. 
Hess finished the game with 17 
points and 10 rebounds, and led the 
Bombers domination this half of 
the game. 
With his 17 points, Hess is only 
nine more away from 1,000 career 
points. He has reached double fig-
ures in 36 consecutive games. 
The Bombers still found them-
selves in trouble on the foul line, as 
they shot 11-26 during the second 
half. 
Senior Chris Aisenbrey and 
freshmen Steve Dunham were both 
key rebounders for the Bombers. 
Aiscnhrev finished the game with 
11 points as well. Juniorco-captain 
Archie McEachem also hit double 
figures in scoring, with 14 points. 
hhacan / Adam·Riem."'r 
Ithaca Coach Tom Baker huddles with his squad during their 62-58 defeat of Elmira College. 
The two teams went into the 
locker rooms at half time with 
Elmira leading the Bombers 34-27. 
The Soaring Eagles led for the most 
of the first half, but the Bombers 
"This was our last shot at them," 
said Hess, referring to himself and 
See "Hoops" page 18 
Women's basket-
ball loses to Keuka 
in overtime, 73-61 
By Christa Anon 
The Kcuka women's basketball 
team started and finished their game 
against IC in exactly the same way, 
with significant lead~. 
The Bombers were defeated by 
the Warriors, 73-61 in ovcnimc 
Wednesday night in the Ben Light 
Gymnasium. 
Before the game, IC head coach 
Christine Pritchard said, "The team 
is really looking forward to this 
because they know that Keuka is 
coming back full force and it's our 
measuring stick." 
The only previous meeting be-
tween the Bombers and Warriors 
was last season in the semifinals of 
the ECAC (Eastern Collegiate Ath-
letic Association) Upstate New 
York Playoofs. Kcuka defeated 
lthaca, 93-85. 
Pritchard expected the game to 
be a struggle throughouL 
"They're all back mostly. I think 
they lost maybe one player from 
la~t year's squad. And, only 37 of 
the 85 points we scored against 
them last year were scored by our 
returnees," Pritchard said. 
The Born bers faced a taller lineup 
in the Warriors. Keuka's starting 
lmc up included their 6' center, 
Vanessa Morgan. Ithaca's tallest 
starter was 5'9" forward Karen 
Fisher. 
While the Bombers were cold in 
the shooting department to start the 
game, Keuka had established a 23-
12 lead with 6:50 remaining in the 
first half. 
As the first half closed, the 
Bombers had slowly chipped away 
at the substantial Keuka lead and 
closed the deficit to two points, 
trailing 31-29. 
Fisher started Ithaca on the 
comeback trail. She scored seven 
of her nine first half points, and 
took a charge in the last 5:30 of the 
first half. In that same time period, 
sophomore guard Tiffany Shaffer 
andjuniorcentcr Kristen Kinne each 
netted four points. 
Despite Keuka's height advan-
tage, the Bombers held their own 
on the defensive boards in the first 
half, with Fisher and sophomore 
center Deanna Webb controlling 
them. 
lthaca had many great passes 
and solid scoring opportunities, but 
the Bombers could not convert 
enough of them 10 win the game. 
Fisher led the Bombers offense 
in the first half, with nine points. 
She was followed by Kinne, who 
tallied six first half points. Both 
pulled down six rebounds. 
Keuka and IC played even for 
the first couple minutes of the sec-
ond half, then the Bombers started 
to build a lead of their own. 
With 13:45 left, the score was 
tied at 41 and junior guard Lisa 
Tibbles scored two consecutive 
baskets to give Ithaca a 4S~d. 
Fisher and Shaffer com bincd for 
six more points in the next six 
minutes to increase IC's lead to 51-
46. 
With 4:55 left in the game, and 
the Bombers ahead by two, 56-54, 
Tibble fouled Keuka guard Shan-
non Andrews on an attempted three 
pointer. Andrews missed the trey, 
but hit two out of the three free 
See "Basketball" page 18 
More than just a loss 
Ithacan / Amy Kweskin 
Two Bombers and a third unldentJfled Individual embrace following tthaca's 24-14 playoff loas. 
See page 17 for a related story. 
